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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Web</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alternating Air Mattress</strong>&lt;br&gt;Bio Med-1000 alternating pressure mattress to help cure &amp; avoid bed sores or pressure wounds. A proven pressure management air mattress alternating pressure hospital air mattress.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/planet/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$377.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medline Bariatric APM Mattress</strong>&lt;br&gt;Medline Bariatric APM Mattress Air Cell 700lb Weight Capacity Alternating Pressure Static Float and Auto Firm Latex Free</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/medline/alternating-pressure/Bariatric-APM-Mattresses/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$2,018.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medline Bariatric APM Mattress Air Cell</strong>&lt;br&gt;Weight Capacity Alternating Pressure Static Float and Auto Firm Latex Free</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/medline/alternating-pressure/Medtech-8000-Mattresses/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$538.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medline Medtech 8000 Airmattress</strong>&lt;br&gt;Medline Medtech 8000 Airmattress Alternating Therapy Mattress Replacement System Latex Free Air Cell</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/medline/alternating-pressure/Sentry-1200-Mattresses/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$2,638.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medline Supra CXC Airmattress</strong>&lt;br&gt;Medline Supra CXC Airmattress Latex free Waterproof Carry bag included Air Cell Mattress</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/medline/alternating-pressure/Supra-DPS-Mattress/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$727.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supra DPS Airmattress</strong>&lt;br&gt;Medline Supra DPS Airmattress Digital Pump Latex free Air Cell Mattress Power Outage Safe Mattress</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/medline/alternating-pressure/Sentry-1200-Mattresses/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$2,638.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roho Bariatric Overlay</strong>&lt;br&gt;Roho Bariatric Dry Floatation Overlay Mattress System</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/roho/bariatric-overlay/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$1,887.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roho Bariatric Overlay Airmattress</strong>&lt;br&gt;Roho Bari Select Alternating Air Mattress Reliable Whisper Quiet Operation Light Weight Portable Airmattress. Bari Select Bariatric Alternating Air Mattress</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/airmattress/roho/bariatric-overlay/index.html">Web link</a></td>
<td><strong>$8,778.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bathroom Products

Mangar Bathing Cushion & Bathtub Lift
Air Mattress Bathing Cushion & Bathtub Lift By Mangar.
Web->
Product: 17702 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $999.00

Mangar Bath Tub Lift
Mangar Archimedes Handicap Bath Tub Lift. Senior Citizen Lift for the bathtub. Lift a person in and out of the bathtub.
Web->
Product: 17703 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $899.00

Surfer Bather Pediatric Bathing Cushion
Childrens Bathtub cushion by Mangar. Surfer Bather Pediatric Bathing Cushion
Web->
Product: 17704 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,999.00

3555 Large Walk in Bath Tub
The 3555 Large Handicap Walk in Bath Tub For Senior Citizens as Well As Disabled People That Need A Safe Way To Bath.
Web->
Product: 17727 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,287.00

Uplift ComMODE Assist
Uplift ComMODE Assist Handicap Portable ComMODE Lift
Web->
Product: 17734 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $227.00

ShowerBuddy SB3T Roll-In Buddy with Tilt.
The revolutionary tilt option of the Roll-InBuddy SB3T allows for pressure release. Also adds to the bathing experience for the patient and easier reach for the caregiver.
Web->
Product: 18042 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,611.00

SB1 ShowerBuddy Shower Chair
ShowerBuddy is an ergonomic shower transfer system designed and engineered in New Zealand. The ShowerBuddy alleviates heavy lifting and unnecessary transfers.
Web->
Product: 18045 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,631.00

SB2 TubBuddy Tub Chair Wheelchair
The TubBuddy SB2 is an ergonomic bathing transfer system designed to allow a patient to safely transfer over a bath tub without committing to any costly construction.
Web->
Product: 18047 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,886.00

SB2T Tubbuddy with Tilt Shower Chair
The TubBuddy with Tilt is an ergonomic bathing transfer system which carries one special feature the original TubBuddy does not.
Web->
Product: 18050 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,226.00
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Anthros A1400-3 Ambulator
The 14 inch Fixed Arm Ambulator with 3 inch Casters A1400-3 contains a personal belongings bag. It also contains weighted bars for stability.

Web: ........................................ $228.00
Product: 18077 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros A1430 Ambulator
The 14 inch Adjustable Arm Ambulator with 3 inch Casters A1430-3 has a personal belongings bag, weighted bars for stability, and a removable mesh back and seat for easy cleaning

Web: ........................................ $309.00
Product: 18078 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros A1600-3 PVC Ambulator
The PVC 16 inch Ambulator with Fixed Arms, A1600-3 has a gate security strap. This product also has a removable back for ease of cleaning.

Web: ........................................ $299.00
Product: 18079 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros A1630-3 PVC 16in Ambulator
The PVC 16 inch Ambulator with Adjustable Hand Rail Heights A1630-3 contains a PVC coated mesh back cover and sling seat available in five colors, a Safety belt standard, and a belongings side pocket.

Web: ........................................ $339.00
Product: 18080 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros A1800-3 PVC 18in Ambulator
The PVC 18 inch Ambulator with Fixed Arms A1800-3 has PVC coated mesh back cover and sling seat available in five colors, safety belt standard, and a Magazine/personal belongings side pocket.

Web: ........................................ $319.00
Product: 18081 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros A1840 18in Adjustable Ambulator
The 18 inch Adjustable Arm Ambulator w/ 3 inch Casters A1840-3 contains personal belongings, weighted bars for stability, and removable mesh back and seat for easy cleaning.

Web: ........................................ $350.00
Product: 18082 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros A1841-3 PVC 18in Ambulator
The PVC 18 inch Ambulator w/Adj Seat Height A1841-3 has a PVC coated mesh back cover and sling seat available in five colors, a Safety belt standard, and a Magazine/personal belongings side pocket.

Web: ........................................ $399.00
Product: 18083 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros B0403-0 Non-Adjustable Child Bath Chair
The Non-Adjustable Child Bath Chair B0403-0 fits most standard tubs - please measure and also has removable mesh cover for easy cleaning.

Web: ........................................ $185.00
Product: 18084 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Anthros B0435 Adolescent Bath Chair
The Non-Adjustable Adolescent Bath Chair B0435-0 fits most standard tubs - please measure and has a removable mesh cover for easy cleaning.

Web: ........................................ $220.00
Product: 18085 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Bathroom Products

Anthros B0457-0 Adult Bath Chair
This non-adjustable adult bath chair with no casters fits most standard tubs and has a removable mesh cover for easy cleaning.

Web->
Product: 18086 ................... $261.00

Bathroom Products

Anthros B0732-0-RB PVC Infant Bath Chair
Infant Size Bath chair works for patient weight up to 75-lbs. Seat is 12.5in wide and 10in deep, back height of 22in. Infant Bath Chair has adjustable back angle.

Web->
Product: 18087 ................... $296.00

Bathroom Products

Anthros B0740-0-RB PVC Child Bath Chair
Our PVC products are high quality, durable and comfortable to use. This is why it has been adopted for use in so many different ways, such as for bath and shower seats.

Web->
Product: 18088 ................... $299.00

Bathroom Products

Anthros B0732-0-RB PVC Infant Bath Chair

Web->
Product: 18089 ................... $296.00

Bathroom Products

Anthros B0848-0-RB PVC Adolescent Bath
The Adolescent Size Bath chair works for patient weight 80-lbs up to 150-lbs. The Seat is 15 inches wide and 16.5 inches deep, back height of 31 inches. This product also has a bath chair.

Web->
Product: 18090 ................... $392.00

Bathroom Products

C18x1-524 18in PVC Shower Chair
The Anthros 18 inch PVC Wheelchair Multi-Purpose PVC chair can be used as a shower chair, swim pool chair, commode chair or for basic transfers. Everything is waterproof.

Web->
Product: 18092 ................... $669.00

Bathroom Products

Anthros C1400-3S 14in PVC Shower Chair
The 14in Static Arm Chair with 3in Casters and Sling Seat C1400-3S has a reinforced back with lift handles, a extended base for increased stability, and a contoured back for comfort.

Web->
Product: 18093 ................... $264.00

Bathroom Products

C1480-5 Children's Portable Reclining
The new line of Children’s Portable Reclining PVC Shower & Bath Chairs C1480-5 with elevating leg rest and swing out footrest shown with 5 inch casters (Price includes ring seat & pail).

Web->
Product: 18094 ................... $627.00

Bathroom Products

Anthros C1600-OP 16in Shower Chair
The 16 in Static Arm Chair with No Casters and Pail C1600-OP has a Reinforced back with lift handles, a extended base for increased stability, and a contoured back for comfort.

Web->
Product: 18095 ................... $223.00
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Anthros C1600-3 Shower & Commode
The 16 inch Static Arm Chair with 3 inch Casters C1600-3 reinforced back with lift handles, extended base for increased stability, contoured back for comfort, and removable mesh for ease of cleaning.
Web->
Product: 18099 ................ $246.00

Anthros C1600-3S PVC Shower Chair
16in Static Arm Chair with 3in Casters
Web->
Product: 18100 ................. $246.00

Anthros C1620-3P Shower Chair
Anthros 16in Shower Chair has drop-down arms, 3in caster wheels, and 300-lb weight capacity.
Web->
Product: 18101 ................. $329.00

C1680-5 Reclining PVC Bath & Shower
The C1680-5 line of Reclining Portable PVC Bath & Shower Chairs promotes perfect body balance to allow independent operation & compared with standard shower chairs.
Web->
Product: 18102 ............... $830.00

Anthros C1800-0PF Shower Chair
Contains 18in Seat Width Static Arm Chair with No Casters, Footrest, Pail and Hinged Ring Seat.
Web->
Product: 18103 .............. $186.00

Anthros C1800-0S 18in Shower Chair
Contains 18in Static Arm Chair with No Casters and Sling Seat.
Web->
Product: 18104 ............... $217.00

Anthros C1800-3F 18in Shower Chair
This 18in Seat Width Static Arm Chair comes with 3in Casters, Footrest and Hinged Ring Seat.
Web->
Product: 18105 ............. $201.00

Anthros C1800-3FS 18in Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Static Arm Chair with 3in Casters, Footrest, and Sling Seat.
Web->
Product: 18106 ............. $252.00

Anthros C1800-3PF PVC Shower Commode Chair
18" Shower Commode Chair with Footrest comes with Ring Seat and Pail. This Anthros shower/commode chair has 3" casters and 300-lb weight capacity and has a seat to floor height 20.5".
Web->
Product: 18107 ............. $216.00

http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/anthros/C1600-3S

http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/anthros/C1620-3P


http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/anthros/C1800-0PF

http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/anthros/C1800-0S

http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/anthros/C1800-3F

http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/anthros/C1800-3FS

http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/anthros/C1800-3PF

Bathroom Products
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Anthros C1800E-3 Economy Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Economy Static Arm Chair with 3in Casters and Ring Seat.

Web->
Product: 18108 ............... $180.00

Anthros C1801-524P Self Propelled Shower Chair
The 18in Seat Width Static Arm Patient-Propelled Chair contains a Pail and Ring Seat. Anthros C1801-524P Self Propelled Shower Chair.

Web->
Product: 18109 ............... $692.00

Anthros C1801-524S Self Propelled Shower Chair
The 18in Seat Width Static Arm Patient-Propelled Chair with a Sling Seat has a reinforced back with lift handles.

Web->
Product: 18110 ............... $686.00

Anthros C1810-3F Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Gated Chair with 3in Casters, Footrest, and Hinged Ring Seat.

Web->
Product: 18111 ............... $208.00

Anthros C1810-3FS Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Gated Chair with 3in Casters, Footrest and Sling Seat.

Web->
Product: 18112 ............... $212.00

Anthros C1810-3PF Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Gated Chair with 3in Casters, Pail, Footrest and Hinged Ring Seat.

Web->
Product: 18113 ............... $219.00

Anthros C1820-0P Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with No Casters, Pail, Footrest, and Hinged Ring Seat.

Web->
Product: 18114 ............... $233.00

Anthros C1820-0PF 18in Fold-Down Arm Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with No Casters, Pail, Footrest, and Hinged Ring Seat.

Web->
Product: 18115 ............... $266.00

Anthros C1820-0S Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with No Casters and Sling Seat. Anthros C1820-0S Shower Chair.

Web->
Product: 18116 ............... $309.00
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Anthros C1820-3F Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with 3in Casters, Footrest and Hinged Ring Seat comes with a removable mesh that is adjustable.

Web> Product: 18117 .... $296.00

Anthros C1820-3FS Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with 3in Casters, Footrest and Sling Seat.

Web> Product: 18118 .... $315.00

Anthros C1820-3 Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with 3in Casters and Hinged Ring Seat. Anthros C1820-3 Shower Chair.

Web> Product: 18119 .... $279.00

Anthros C1820-3PF Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with 3in Casters, Pail, Footrest, and Hinged Ring Seat.

Web> Product: 18120 .... $300.00

Anthros C1820-3P 18" Shower Chair
18inch PVC Shower Chair has drop-down arms, 3inch caster wheels and 300-lb weight capacity.

Web> Product: 18121 .... $289.00

Anthros C1820-3S Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with 3in Casters and Sling Seat.

Web> Product: 18122 .... $312.00

Anthros C1821-524 Self Propelled Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Swing-Away Arm Patient-Propelled Chair with Ring Seat.

Web> Product: 18123 .... $694.00

Anthros C1821-524P Self Propelled Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Swing-Away Arm Patient-Propelled Chair with Pail and Ring Seat.

Web> Product: 18124 .... $706.00

Anthros C1840-3 Shower Chair
18in Seat Width Open-Front Static Arm Chair with 3in Casters and Horseshoe Seat.

Web> Product: 18125 .... $301.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18126</td>
<td>C2080-5P PVC Reclining Shower Commode</td>
<td>PVC Reclining Shower/Commode Chair with 5&quot; casters, ring seat, leg rest, and footrest. Contains Static Arms and has 20&quot; seat width.</td>
<td>$719.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18127</td>
<td>Anthros C2082-5P PVC Reclining Shower Commode</td>
<td>PVC Reclining Shower/Commode Chair with 5&quot; casters, ring seat, leg rest, and footrest.</td>
<td>$922.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18128</td>
<td>Anthros C2120-4 Shower Chair 21 In Wide</td>
<td>21&quot; Seat Width Fold-Down Arm Chair with 5&quot; casters and Hinged Ring Seat.</td>
<td>$312.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18129</td>
<td>Anthros C2120-4P 21 Inch Wide Shower</td>
<td>21&quot; Shower Chair with drop-down arms, 4&quot; castor wheels and 300-lb weight capacity.</td>
<td>$314.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18130</td>
<td>Anthros C2420-4 24 Inch Wide Seat</td>
<td>Large Bariatric Shower Chair. 24&quot; Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with 4&quot; Casters and Hinged Ring Seat.</td>
<td>$317.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18131</td>
<td>Anthros C2420-5 24 Inch Wide Shower</td>
<td>Large Bariatric Shower Chair. 24&quot; Seat Width Folding Arm Chair with 5&quot; Casters and Hinged Ring Seat.</td>
<td>$414.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18132</td>
<td>C2420-5P 24 Inch Wide Shower Chair</td>
<td>24&quot; Heavy Duty Wide Shower Chair has drop-down arms, 5&quot; castor wheels and 400-lb weight capacity.</td>
<td>$436.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18133</td>
<td>C2600-5 26 Inch Wide Bariatric Shower</td>
<td>Has a 500 pound weight capacity. The PVC coated mesh back cover available in five colors and the mesh back is removable for easy cleaning. Straps and buckles make the back adjust easily.</td>
<td>$700.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18134</td>
<td>30 Inch Wide Bariatric Shower &amp; Commode Chair</td>
<td>30&quot; Wide Bariatric Shower &amp; Commode Chair has mesh back cover available in five colors.</td>
<td>$740.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LFA Left Foot Accelerator
Left Foot Accelerator Quick Floor Mount Driving Aid
LFA Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 17001 ........................ $177.00

Driving Aids

Atomotive Gas Brake & Clutch Pedal
Pedal Mate Automotive Pedal Extenders for short drivers. Gas Brake & Clutch Auto Truck Van or SUV Pedal Extenders. Short people that drive extend pedal for Vehicle Pedal Extenders.

Web->
Product: 17002 ........................ $128.00

Driving Aids

MedLift 1450 2-Way Mini Petite Lift Chair
Med Lift 1450 2 Way Mini Petite Patient Lift Chair Button backing Low Volt Quiet motor Battery back Up No Sag Seating Acella Flex Foam Seating Warranty Free Shipping 2 Way Recline

Web->
Product: 14319 ........................ $787.00

Lift Chairs

1553 3-Way Petite Lift Chair
Med Lift 1553 3 Way Recline Petite Chair Button Backing 3 Position Recline Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery back up No Sag Springs Scotch Guard Fabric Protection Warranty Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14321 ........................ $885.00

Lift Chairs

1553W 3-Way Petite Wide Lift Chair
Med Lift 1553W 3 Way Recline Petite Wide Patient Lift Chair Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery back up No Sag Seating Acella Flex Foam Seating Warranty Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14322 ........................ $985.00

Lift Chairs

1555 2-Way Petite
Med Lift 1555 2 Way Recline. Petite Chair Button back 2 Position Recline Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery back Up No Sag Springs Scotch Guard Fabric Protection Warranty Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14323 ........................ $787.00

Lift Chairs

2553 3-Way Lift Chair
Med Lift 2553 3 Way Recline Patient Lift Chair Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery back Up No Sag Seating Acella Flex Foam Seating Warranty Scotch Guard Fabric Protection Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14324 ........................ $946.00

Lift Chairs

2553 W 3-Way Wide Lift Chair
Med Lift 2553 W 3 Way Recline Wide Seat Patient Lift Chair Button Backing Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery back Scotch Guard Fabric Protection Warranty MedLift Chair 2553, 2553w, 2553t, 2555, 2555w

Web->
Product: 14325 ........................ $777.00

Lift Chairs

2553 T 3-Way Tall Lift Chair
Med Lift 2553 T 3 Way Recline Tall Patient Lift Chair for Large People Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery Back Up No Sag Seating Warranty Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14327 ........................ $897.00

Lift Chairs
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Lift Chairs

2555 2-Way Lift Chair
Med Lift 2555 2 Way Recline Patient Lift Chair Button backing Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery Back Up No Sag Acella Flex Foam Seating Scotch Guard Fabric Protection Warranty Free Shipping

Web-> Product: 14328 ........................ $857.00

Lift Chairs

2555 W 2-Way Wide Lift Chair
Med Lift 2555 W 2 Way Recline Wide Seating Patient Lift Chair Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery Back Up No Sag Seating Flex Foam Seating Warranty Free Shipping

Web-> Product: 14329 ........................ $1,001.00

Lift Chairs

3053 3-Way Lift Chair
Med Lift 3053 3 Way Recliner Lift Chair. 3053, 3155, 3153, 3055W, 3053W, 3053 Lift Chair By Med Lift.

Web-> Product: 14330 ........................ $834.00

Lift Chairs

3053 W 3-Way Wide Lift Chair
Med Lift 3053 W 3 Way Recline Patient Lift Chair Magazine Rack Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery Back Up No Sag Flax Foam Seating Warranty Free Shipping

Web-> Product: 14331 ........................ $1,005.00

Lift Chairs

3555 2-Way Lift Chair
Med Lift 3055 2 Way Recline patient Lift Chair Button Backing Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery Back Up No Sag Seating Acella Flex Foam Seating Scotch Guard Fabric protection Warranty Free Shipping

Web-> Product: 14340 ........................ $947.00

Lift Chairs

Med-Lift 3653 3 Way Lift Chair
MedLift 3653 3 Way Recline Patient Lift Chair Heavy Duty Custom Hardware Heavy Duty Lifting Mechanism All Steel Seat Box frame Free Shipping

Web-> Product: 17003 ........................ $1,697.00

Lift Chairs

5053 Med Lift 2 Way Lift Chair
MedLift 5053 2 Way Recline Patient Lift Chair Super Sagless Heavy Duty lift Mechanism Low Volt Quiet Motor Battery Back Up

Web-> Product: 17004 ........................ $1,097.00

Lift Chairs

MedLift 3055W 2-Way Lift Chair
Handicap Lounger Lift Chair. Lazy Boy Medical Lift Chair or Chair Lift By Med Lift. MedLift 3055W 2-Way Wide Lift Chair. Medlift 3055 Lift Chair.

Web-> Product: 17504 ........................ $898.00

Lift Chairs

MedLift 3153 3-Way Petite Lift Chair
The Med Lift 3153 3-Way Petite Lift Chair. Small Lift Chair. Small Chair Lift For Piettte Handicap People. Lounge Lift Chair For Small Person or Elderly Woman.

Web-> Product: 17505 ........................ $834.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product ID</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17910</td>
<td>Bariatric Sentra EC Wheelchair</td>
<td>Bariatric Sentra EC Weight Capacity 450 lbs swing-away footrests or elevating leg rests with tool free adjustable length riggings push-to-lock wheel locks</td>
<td>$319.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17911</td>
<td>Sentra Extra Heavy Duty Wheelchair</td>
<td>Sentra Extra-Heavy Duty Weight Capacity 500 lbs Dual-position front frame push-to-lock wheel locks. Sentra Extra HD Wheelchair</td>
<td>$359.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17912</td>
<td>Sentra EC Heavy-Duty XX Wide Bariatric Wheelchair</td>
<td>Sentra EC Heavy-Duty, Extra-Extra-Wide Bariatric Wheelchair 700 lb Weight Capacity Carbon steel frame Extra-heavy-duty front forks</td>
<td>$835.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17913</td>
<td>Bariatric Steel Transport Chair</td>
<td>Bariatric Steel Transport Chair Weight Limit 450lb Reinforced steel frame swing-away footrests Dual reinforced steel cross braces</td>
<td>$250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17914</td>
<td>Blue Streak Wheelchair Single Axle</td>
<td>Blue Streak Wheelchair Single Axle Nylon upholstery is durable lightweight attractive and easy to clean Weight Limit 250lb</td>
<td>$155.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17915</td>
<td>Chrome Sport Wheelchair Duel Axle</td>
<td>Chrome Sport Wheelchair Duel Axle Weight Limit with 20in Seat 350lb swing-away footrests or elevating leg rests with tool-free adjustable length riggings</td>
<td>$229.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17916</td>
<td>Chrome Sport Full-Reclining Wheelchair</td>
<td>Chrome Sport Full-Reclining Wheelchair lightweight! Hydraulic reclining mechanism allows for infinite adjustments up to 180° Weight Limit with 20” seat 350lb</td>
<td>$548.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17917</td>
<td>Cirrus IV</td>
<td>Cirrus IV Lightweight Dual-Axle Wheelchair Weighs only 32 lbs. (Excluding front rigging) Weight Limit 300lbs</td>
<td>$269.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17924</td>
<td>Cougar Ultralight Aluminum Wheelchair</td>
<td>Cougar Ultralight Aluminum Wheelchair Ultra-light weighs less than 27 lbs Forward folding back to reduce size Weight Limit 250lb</td>
<td>$565.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cruiser III
Cruiser III Lightweight, Dual-Axle Wheelchair Built-in seat rail extensions and extendable upholstery easily adjust seat depth from 16in to 18in
Web>
Product: 17925 ........................ $229.00

Deluxe Fly-Weight Aluminum Transport
Deluxe Fly-Weight Aluminum Transport Chair Removable Casters Weighs only 19 lbs Aluminum frame for lightweight strength and durability Weight Limit 300lb
Web>
Product: 17926 ........................ $179.00

Deluxe Go-Kart Steel Transport Chair
Deluxe Go-Kart Steel Transport Chair Carbon steel frame with double-coated chrome provides an attractive, chip-proof Weight Limit 300lb
Web>
Product: 17928 ........................ $165.00

Sentra Full Reclining Wheelchair
Deluxe Sentra Full Reclining Wheelchair Headrest extension with cushioned head immobilizer Hydraulic reclining mechanism allows for infinite adjustments up to 180 degrees
Web>
Product: 17930 ........................ $535.00

Fly-Lite Aluminum Transport Chair
Fly-Lite Aluminum Transport Chair Weighs only 17 lbs Aluminum frame is lightweight and strong Weight Capacity 300 lbs Back folds down for storage and transport and features deluxe back release
Web>
Product: 17931 ........................ $175.00

Lightweight Expedition Aluminum
Lightweight Expedition Aluminum Transport Chair With 12in Rear Flat Free Wheels Folds flat for easy transport
Web>
Product: 17935 ........................ $179.00

Poly Fly Transport Combo
poly fly transport combo Wheelchair/Flyweight Transport Chair Combo Comes with two sets of wheel locks Weight Capacity 250 lbs
Web>
Product: 17937 ........................ $329.00

Rebel Folding Manual Wheelchair
Rebel Wheelchair Single Axle Quick-release rear wheels allow for easy storage or transport Weight Limit 300lb Lightweight and extremely maneuverable
Web>
Product: 17938 ........................ $179.00

Discover Your Freedom, Rediscover Your Life!!!
Silver Sport 1 Manual Wheelchair
Silver Sport 1 Portable Manual Wheelchair Weight
Capacity 300 lbs durable and lightweight swing-away
footrests or elevating leg rests Powder coated silver
vein steel frame
Web->
Product: 17940 $169.00

Silver Sport 2 Foldable Manual Wheelchair
Silver Sport 2 Portable Manual Wheelchair with Dual
Axle wing-away footrests or elevating leg rests adjustable in three positions
Web->
Product: 17941 $179.00

Silver Sport Full Reclining Wheelchair
Silver Sport Full-Reclining Wheelchair Single Axle
adjustments up to 180 degree lightweight and
maintenance free wheels swing-away elevating leg
rests
Web->
Product: 17942 $470.00

Steel Transport Chair
Steel Transport Chair Swing-away footrests Available
in 17in or 19in seat widths 8in casters in front and rear
Web->
Product: 17943 $109.00

Steel Transport Chair With Removable
Steel Transport Chair With Removable Arms Weighs
26 lbs Weight limit 250lb Lightweight and
transportable
Web->
Product: 17944 $129.00

Super Light, Folding Transport Chair
Super Light, Folding Transport Chair Carry Bag and
Flip-Back Arms Weighs only 19 lbs Easy to push or
transport Weight limit 250 lb
Web->
Product: 17945 $219.00

TranSport Aluminum Transport Chair
Weighs 14.5 lbs. Aluminum frame is lightweight and
strong. Frame magnets keep footrests secure against
frame to prevent swinging open when the chair is
carried.
Web->
Product: 17947 $209.00

Travelite Transport Chair
The Travelite Chair in a Bag is a lightweight yet sturdy
aluminum transport chair in gunmetal gray. It is
easily transportable and comes with a compact carry
bag.
Web->
Product: 17948 $155.00

Viper Wheelchair
Viper weighs 32 lbs. (Excluding front rigging) Easier
to propel and transport. Frame style eliminates seat
guides and allows for custom backs and accessories.
Back height adjustable from 18 20 inch.
Web->
Product: 17950 $385.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viper Plus GT Wheelchair</td>
<td>All-Aluminum frame. Dual Axle allows for multiple seat-to-floor height positions. Adjustable height, flip-back, removable, padded arms. Weighs under 32 lbs. (Excluding front rigging)</td>
<td>$460.00</td>
<td>Flexible seat-to-floor height positions, adjustable height, flip-back, removable, padded arms, lightweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viper Plus Reclining Wheelchair</td>
<td>Durable, flame-retardant nylon upholstery resists mildew and bacteria. Carbon steel frame with double-coated chrome for an attractive, chip-proof, maintainable finish.</td>
<td>$675.00</td>
<td>Durable upholstery, flame-retardant, mildew-resistant, attractive frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chump G</td>
<td>Chump G Adjustment endless configuration Growth Package Weight Limit 250 lbs Center Of Gravity Adjustable</td>
<td>$1,085.00</td>
<td>Adjustable growth package, weight limit, center of gravity adjustable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chump</td>
<td>Chump Compact Space Age Design ADJUSTABILITY endless configuration Growth Package CUSTOM DIMENSIONS AVAILABLE</td>
<td>$1,680.00</td>
<td>Space age design, adjustable configuration, custom dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse</td>
<td>Eclipse growth options Weight Limit 250 lbs convenience and easy compact handling CUSTOM PARTS</td>
<td>$1,499.00</td>
<td>Customizable options, weight limit, compact handling, custom parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>Every component is the result of careful attention to detail. From the internal bearing housings to the ultra smooth folding cross-frame The Genesis is a folding chair with A RIGID ATTITUDE.</td>
<td>$3,260.00</td>
<td>High-quality components, ultra smooth folding, rigid frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammer</td>
<td>Hammer sports wheelchair Aerospace Drawn Tubing customs measurements rigid frame design</td>
<td>$1,792.00</td>
<td>Sports design, aerospace tubing, rigid frame, custom measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Dipper</td>
<td>Little Dipper pediatric wheelchair CUSTOM DIMENSIONS ARE AVAILABLE Growth Package</td>
<td>$1,740.00</td>
<td>Pediatric design, custom dimensions, growth package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razorblade Jr</td>
<td>Razorblade Jr unique Growth Package Center Of Gravity Adjustable customs measurements</td>
<td>$1,680.00</td>
<td>Unique design, growth package, center of gravity adjustable, custom measurements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Razorblade</strong></td>
<td><strong>Saber Jr</strong></td>
<td><strong>Saber</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razorblade Rigid Alum. Frame Weight Limit 250 lbs customs measurements Center Of Gravity is Adjustable</td>
<td>The new SABER JR offers a lot more than just a stylish look. How about all the adjustability you’ll ever need in a chair?</td>
<td>The new SABER offers a lot more than just a stylish look. How about all the adjustability you’ll ever need in a chair?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17985 . . . . . . . $1,920.00</td>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17987 . . . . . . . $1,501.00</td>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17988 . . . . . . . $1,608.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shockblade</strong></td>
<td><strong>Spazz G</strong></td>
<td><strong>Spazz Wheelchair</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colours exclusive 4 wheel independent suspension system has been proven to be unmatchable for 13 years within the industry. It has been clinically proven to reduce back pain and spasticity.</td>
<td>Have you been dreaming of that unique custom wheelchair that would not cost you an arm and a leg? Have Faith. Colours has answered your prayers with the SPAZZ-G.</td>
<td>Many therapists insist that their newly injured patients sit at higher rear seat heights. With the Spazz your rear seat height adjustability is endless. Colours has done this by incorporating height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17989 . . . . . . . $2,880.00</td>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17990 . . . . . . . $1,176.00</td>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17991 . . . . . . . $1,875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Xtreme Pro Sports Wheelchair</strong></td>
<td><strong>Xtreme Sports Wheelchair</strong></td>
<td><strong>Zephyr Wheelchair</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colours Xtreme Pro Sports Wheelchair is developed especially for serious tennis player that believes having the perfectly fitted wheelchair will give them an extra edge to win the match.</td>
<td>Colours Xtreme Sports Wheelchair has full adjustability through its rear tube assembly. The fine-tune front and rear seat height, and center of gravity makes this a perfect three wheeler wheelchair.</td>
<td>How many manufacturers today will allow you to give them exact measurements in 1/2? increments? The Zephyr’s options are endless.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17993 . . . . . . . $2,030.00</td>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17994 . . . . . . . $1,935.00</td>
<td>Web-&gt; Product: 17995 . . . . . . . $3,039.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/razorblade-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $1,920.00
- **Details**: Razorblade Rigid Alum. Frame Weight Limit 250 lbs customs measurements Center Of Gravity is Adjustable

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/saberjr-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $1,501.00
- **Details**: The new SABER JR offers a lot more than just a stylish look. How about all the adjustability you’ll ever need in a chair?

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/saber-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $1,608.00
- **Details**: The new SABER offers a lot more than just a stylish look. How about all the adjustability you’ll ever need in a chair? Making it easy for every type of user.

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/shockblade-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $2,880.00
- **Details**: Colours exclusive 4 wheel independent suspension system has been proven to be unmatchable for 13 years within the industry. It has been clinically proven to reduce back pain and spasticity.

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/spazzg-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $1,176.00
- **Details**: Have you been dreaming of that unique custom wheelchair that would not cost you an arm and a leg? Have Faith. Colours has answered your prayers with the SPAZZ-G.

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/spazz-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $1,875.00
- **Details**: Many therapists insist that their newly injured patients sit at higher rear seat heights. With the Spazz your rear seat height adjustability is endless. Colours has done this by incorporating height

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/xtremeprosports-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $2,030.00
- **Details**: Colours Xtreme Pro Sports Wheelchair is developed especially for serious tennis player that believes having the perfectly fitted wheelchair will give them an extra edge to win the match.

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/xtremesports-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $1,935.00
- **Details**: Colours Xtreme Sports Wheelchair has full adjustability through its rear tube assembly. The fine-tune front and rear seat height, and center of gravity makes this a perfect three wheeler wheelchair.

### Manual Wheelchairs
- **Product**: [Web](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/colours/zephyr-m/index.html)
- **Price**: $3,039.00
- **Details**: How many manufacturers today will allow you to give them exact measurements in 1/2? increments? The Zephyr’s options are endless.
Colours has once again answered your request. We are the first to come out with a 3/4 inch completely welded frame.

Zephyr Sport Wheelchair

Merits L222 Lightweight Wheelchair
The L222 is a stylish, excellent quality wheelchair. Various accessories make this chair versatile to meet the needs of active user. It features a aluminum alloy flip-up desk arm with padded armrests.

L223 Deluxe Ultra-Strength lightweight
Merits deluxe version of its Ultra strength, lightweight wheelchair. The 18” seat depth provides improved support and comfort. The detachable backrest provides a more compact package for

L247/L248 Lightweight Transport
Lightweight aluminum frame provides extra ease for attendants to transport users. Extreme lightweight and compact size makes for easy handling and storage in the car trunk.

L405 Wheelchair/Transport Wheelchair
Easily converts from a transport chair to a self-propelled wheelchair. Ultra strong and lightweight. Hand rims and rear wheels may be different then picture.

L810 Ultra lightweight Active Wheelchair
An aluminum super lightweight wheelchair with ergonomic features designed for active end users. Lightweight aluminum frame offers great flexibility maneuverability.

N211/N311 Manual Wheelchair
This affordable self-propelled wheelchair is designed to offer easy storage and transport. This model provides standard features at an economic price. Front riggings are Invacare compatible.

N246 Transport Wheelchair
Economy-class transport chair. Made of steel yet only 27 lbs. Folded size makes it easy to store and transport. 25” width makes it accessible in confined areas. Ideal for both indoor and outdoor use.

N421/N521 Manual Wheelchair
Value-added model comes with extra standard functions such as detachable arms. With this feature, users can now easily remove the wheelchair arms making it convenient for them to transport.

Discover Your Freedom, Rediscover Your Life!!!
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**Manual Wheelchairs**

### N424/N524 Manual lightweight
Combines an attractive design with light weight and durability. Features weight capacity of 250 lbs, nylon seat and backrest, and elevating legrest optional.


- **Product**: N424
  - **Price**: $499.00

### N451 Pediatric Wheelchair
Customized to fit children snugly with 14 inch seat width and depth. Child specific vertical footrests provide optimum leg seating position for the best comfort possible. Special size is adapted.


- **Product**: N451
  - **Price**: $499.00

### N472 Extra Heavy Duty Bariatric
The reinforced frame with double crossbraces offers a rugged, heavy-duty wheelchair for bariatric users. Three (26 inch, 28 inch and 30 inch) sizes of seat width are provided.

Website: [http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/merits/N472(mfb)/index.html](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/merits/N472(mfb)/index.html)

- **Product**: N472
  - **Price**: $1,750.00

### N473 Heavy Duty Wheelchair
The reinforced frame with double crossbraces provides rigidity for heavy users. The large aluminum footplates and elevating legrests add more comfort for the user.


- **Product**: N473
  - **Price**: $950.00

### N480 Bariatric Transport Wheelchair
Transport Chairs, manufactured by Merits Medical, are heavy duty transport chairs that have a series of features that are designed for increased durability and reliability.

Website: [http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/merits/N480(mfb)/index.html](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/merits/N480(mfb)/index.html)

- **Product**: N480
  - **Price**: $428.00

### N700 Full recliner Manual Wheelchair
Designed for users who need extra shoulder and trunk support. The full recliner enables the user to comfortably sleep in the wheelchair eliminating the necessity of transferring to a bed.

Website: [http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/merits/N700(mf)/index.html](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/merits/N700(mf)/index.html)

- **Product**: N700
  - **Price**: $1,399.00

**Manual Wheelchairs**

### 802-DY 30 lbs Ultralight K4 K0004
This is our lightest weight Manual Wheelchair at the most competitive price K0004 wheelchair. This economical wheelchair is easy to lift.


- **Product**: 802-DY
  - **Price**: $275.00

### ERGO FLIGHT 9.8 lbs Ultralight Weight
Karman proudly announces the product that will redefine ultralight weight at the most competitive price. We did this by mixing a competitive metal (Aircraft Grade T6 Alu).


- **Product**: ERGO FLIGHT
  - **Price**: $689.00

### ERGO FLIGHT-TP Ultralight Transport
This is a functional wheelchair that slashes price on any Titanium wheelchair driving economy directly to the homes of individuals that wish to have the ultimate mobility wheelchair possible.


- **Product**: ERGO FLIGHT-TP
  - **Price**: $689.00
ERGO LITE Wheelchair Ultralight Transport

We set the bar for High Quality and Safety. The extremely lightweight S-Ergo Lite Transport Wheelchair weighs only 18 lbs. and features an ergonomically-designed seat and backrest.

Web->
Product: 18046 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $579.00

KM-2020 Flip Back Arm Transport

Karman KM 2020 a(n) Transport (Manual) wheelchair. The wheelchair has the following features: Braking System. It has a weight of 24 pounds.

Web->
Product: 18049 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $499.00

KM-3520 Lightweight Wheelchair With

The Karman KM-3520F wheelchair features side panels that also become a dinner tray! The wheelchair frame is constructed of 6061 T-6 aircraft-grade aluminum for strength and light weight.

Web->
Product: 18051 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $569.00

KM-5000F T-6 Reclining Wheelchair

Karman Ultra light weight Extra wide Recliner is a Lightweight (Manual) wheelchair. The wheelchair has the following features: Braking System. It has a weight of 36 pounds.

Web->
Product: 18052 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $999.00

Karman KM-5000-TP T-6 Reclining

The Karman Healthcare KM-5000TP Transport Wheelchair is an ultra lightweight folding aluminum reclining wheelchair. It has full length padded armrests and an adjustable height head pillow.

Web->
Product: 18054 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $999.00

XO-404 Horizon Manual Standing

The XO-404 Horizon Manual Standing Wheelchair is the ideal chair for users who are searching for a cost effective alternative to a power standing wheelchair.

Web->
Product: 18055 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,500.00

Karman KM-9020L Ultra Lightweight

The super light & compact KM-9020L wheel chair features fixed armrests and legrests for light weight, with footrests with velcro mount leg strap.

Web->
Product: 18056 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $440.00

LT-980 Ultra Lightweight Manual

Most competitively priced, lowest price available at a wheelchair measuring at 24 lbs., ultra lightweight, lightest weight, best priced k4 wheelchair, SHOP TODAY for specials, and extras!

Web->
Product: 18057 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $319.00

Karman LT-770Q Red Streak Wheelchair

LT-700 series of standard weight wheelchair supports weight loads up to 250 pounds while remaining competitively priced. Most Karman standard weight wheelchair comes with high quality.

Web->
Product: 18058 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $212.00

Discover Your Freedom, Rediscover Your Life!!!
LT-950 Ultra Lightweight Wheelchair
The super light & compact LT-950 by Karman Healthcare wheel chair weighs only 25 lbs with footrests removed. It features fixed armrests and footrests. Folding backrest makes this chair very transport. This type of chair redistributes pressure to the lower back. It features fixed armrests and footrests removed. It features fixed armrests and footrests. Folding backrest makes this chair very transportable, ultra lightweight, and makes it very easy to propel.
Web: http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/karman/lt
Product: 18060 ........................ $399.00

LT-K5 Lightweight Manual Wheelchair
The LT-K5 lightweight wheelchair is built for those who need a little bit of extra durability. This chair provides the perfect shape to fit the human body to relieve pressure, increase stabilization, weight distribution and lower the risk of pressure sores. It is designed with maximum user comfort in mind. Patented Ergonomic/Anti-Sliding “V-Seating” prevents sliding, sores and relieves overall pressure.
Web: http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/karman/mvp
Product: 18063 ........................ $1,849.00

Karman MVP-502-TP V-Seat Reclining Wheelchair
MVP-502-TP: Premium Ergonomic Folding Recliner Wheelchair. Since most recliner chair users do not propel themselves, it only makes sense to offer a chair with ‘Transport” style wheels.
Web: http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/karman/mvp
Product: 18064 ........................ $1,849.00

S115TP Lightweight Companion Transport Wheelchair
The S-115-TP Ergonomic Transport Wheelchair provides the perfect shape to fit the human body to relieve pressure, increase stabilization, weight distribution and lower the risk of pressure sores.
Web: http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/karman/s
Product: 18065 ........................ $569.00

Karman S-ERGO 105 Ultra Lightweight Wheelchair
The Karma S-Ergo 105 Lightweight Wheelchair is equipped with the unique S-Ergo (intelligent S-shaped ergonomic seating) and has launched successfully in the world market.
Web: http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/karman/s
Product: 18067 ........................ $429.00

VIP-515-TP Lightest Foldable Adult Wheelchair
The Karman Lightweight Tilt-in-Space VIP-515-TP is a revolutionary tilt chair that weighs just 34 pounds in transport. This type of chair redistributes pressure to the lower back.
Web: http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/karman/vip
Product: 18068 ........................ $1,607.00

S-ERGO 106 Ultra Light Weight Wheelchair
The Lightweight S-Ergo 106 from Karman Healthcare has a special S-style ergonomic frame and a three position angle adjustable back. It features fixed footrests and a “tube-in-center” footplate.
Web: http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/powerwheelchairs/karman/s
Product: 18069 ........................ $637.00

Discover Your Freedom, Rediscover Your Life!!!
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Karman S-ERGO 115 Ultra Light Weight
This model features our S-Shape Seating System and is our number one best seller for many reasons. At a mere 25 lbs in weight with detachable foot rest and many features.
Web->
Product: 18070 ........................ $569.00

Karman VIP-515 Lightest Foldable
The Karman Lightweight Tilt-in-Space VIP-515MS is a revolutionary tilt chair that weighs just 34 pounds in transport. This type of a chair redistributes pressure to the lower back.
Web->
Product: 18072 ........................ $1,619.00

Karman S-ERGO305 Light Manual
The Karman S-Ergo 305 wheelchair weighs only 29 lbs., has a 250-lb weight capacity and is available in 16” and 18” seat widths. With wheels and footrest removed this chair weighs 22 lbs.

Karman S-ERGO ATX ERGO Wheelchair
The new ATX is ideal for all those who want to ride through life boldly. Thanks to outstanding agility and rigidity of the unique multi-geometrical extruded cross bars.
Web->
Product: 18074 ........................ $1,431.00

Karman T-920 & T-922 Bariatric
This T-900 & T-922 Deluxe Bariatric Transport Wheelchair adds to our line of high strength dual cross braces. It supports up to 450 lbs due to its reinforced steel frame. It’s more than heavy duty.
Web->
Product: 18075 ........................ $351.00

Easytrack 2 Post
Easytrack 2 Post, 3 post & 4 post system work with portable Voyager. Bath post and base provide safe transfers into bath.
Web->
Product: 14281 ........................ $1,295.00

Easytrack FS Ceiling Track
BHM Medical Easy Track FS Free Standing Portable Point to Point Light Weight Aluminum Base Adjustable Patient Lift Stand Free Shipping
Web->
Product: 14282 ........................ $2,627.00

Portable Voyager Lift
BHM Portable Voyager Patient Ceiling Lift. Portable Voyager Lift also known as the Joerns Portable Voyager Ceiling Lift
Web->
Product: 14283 ........................ $3,187.00

V3 Portable Lift
V3 portable track lift also known as Joerns V3 Portable Ceiling Lift or BHM V3 Portable Hanicap Disability Patient Lift
Web->
Product: 14285 ........................ $2,991.00
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13023 Drive Patient Lift Hoyer Lift
3023 patient lift. A hoyer style handicap floor patient lift with wheels is chrome. 2 point carry bar hoyer hydraulic cheap inexpensive low price best price. 
Web> Product: 17543 ........................ $665.00

Drive Medical 13242 Patient Lift
Best price hoyer lift. The Drive Medical 13242 Handicap Hospital Home Care Patient Lift. Medical Lift. Fully Powered Electric Battery Power Patient Lift. 
Web> Product: 17545 ........................ $1,899.00

Drive 13244 Bariatric Power Patient Lift
The Drive Medical Heavy Duty Bariatric Hoyer Patient Lift. Has a 600 pound capacity handicap hoyer patient lift & is electric battery powered bariatric patient lift. 
Web> Product: 17546 ........................ $2,899.00

Drive 13245 Bariatric Electric Patient Lift
600 lb heavy duty bariatric hoyer patient lift. Fully electric battery powered hoyer patient lift with a weight capacity of 600 pounds. 600 500 400 pound capacity 
Web> Product: 17547 ........................ $2,999.00

Drive 13246 Patient Lift
Web> Product: 17548 ........................ $2,799.00

Bellavita Bath Lift
Web> Product: 17549 ........................ $565.00

Drive 13240 Patient Lift
Fully electric battery powered handicap hoyer patient lift by drive medical. Drive Medical battery power electric 13240 Patient Lift. Best Price Hoyer Patient Lift. 
Web> Product: 17550 ........................ $1,789.00

Easy Track 2 Post System
Easy Track 2 Post System, 3 Post Sytem & Easy Track 2 Post With Bath Bracket. Portable Handicap Track System For Overhead Lift. 
Web> Product: 17569 ........................ $1,295.00

EasyTrack Free Standing Track
The Jornes BHM EasyTrack FS is a Free standing Ceiling Lift Track that is even Portable Overhead Lift. Self Suppoting Handicap Rail. 
Web> Product: 17570 ........................ $2,627.00
Semi Permenant Ceiling Rack

Web->
Product: 17579 ........................ $4,988.00

Manual Hoyer Advance Lift

Web->
Product: 17607 ........................ $1,283.00

Hoyer Ascend Patient Lift

Web->
Product: 17609 ........................ $4,846.00

Hoyer Caliber Patient Lift

Web->
Product: 17610 ........................ $8,777.00

Hoyer Elevate Patient Lift
The Jorens Elevate or Hoyer Elevate Commercial Hospital Rehab Patient Lifts for Dr. Office Doctor Office or Medical Facility

Web->
Product: 17613 ........................ $5,548.00

Hoyer HPL700 Patient Lift
Jorens Hoyer Bariatric Patient Lift For Both Home Care & Medical Facility Hoyer HPK700 Patient Lift

Web->
Product: 17614 ........................ $4,142.00

Hoyer Hydraulic Patient Lift
Hoyer Hydraulic Lift Chrome Handicap Floor Patient Lift for Home & Residential Personal Use.

Web->
Product: 17615 ........................ $706.00

Hoyer PCHLA 2 Patient Lift
Hoyer PCHLA 2 Patient Lift Handicap Floor Lift. No-strain lifting in a chrome classic

Web->
Product: 17616 ........................ $1,182.00

Hoyer Journey Patient Lift
Joerns Hoyer Journey Stand Assist Patient Lift. Standing Patient Lift

Web->
Product: 17617 ........................ $3,411.00
Discover Your Freedom, Rediscover Your Life!!!
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Patient / Personal Lifts

Stella Stand Assist Patient Lift.
Lift Ran Stella Patient Lift Stand Assist Electric Patient Lift.

Web>
Product: 17757 .............. $2,465.00

Genesis Electric Power Upgrade Kit
Lift Ran Power Upgrade Electrical Kit for Patient Lifts

Web>
Product: 17758 .............. $695.00

LIFT RAN UPGRADE KIT

Web>
Product: 17759 .............. $1,555.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Easy Pivot EP 82 Patient Lift
Randscot Easy Pivot EP 82 Patient Lift Lock Wheels and Light Weight

Web>
Product: 17760 .............. $1,789.00

Easy Pivot EP 82 260 DISCONTINUED
Randscot Easy Pivot Ep 82 260 Patient Lift Adjustable Base

Web>
Product: 17761 .............. $1,979.00

Traxx Titian 500 Patient Lift
Traxx Titian 500 Freestanding Battery Operated Patient Lift Up to 12 Feet Of Traxx

Web>
Product: 17779 .............. $3,695.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Karman SF2-SM Pediatric Stand-Up Frame
Karman Healthcare Pediatric Standing Frame Multi Position with Tray. The Karman Healthcare Pediatric Standing Frame Multi Position with Tray is a medical mobility device designed for children.

Web>
Product: 18076 .............. $1,333.00

HPL402 Hoyer Power Patient Lift
HPL402 Hoyer Classics Power Patient Lift. The HPL402 features ergonomic handle grips to reduce back strain and a mechanical down-release lever for non-powered lowering.

Web>
Product: 18145 .............. $1,839.00

Mangar Handy Pillow Lift
Mangar Handy Pillow Lift, a neat, uncomplicated air filled back support which elevates the user into a seated position at the touch of a button. Operated by a 5 PSI Airflo. Mangar Handy Pillow Lift

Web>
Product: 17706 .............. $1,189.00
Mangar Leg Lifter
The Mangar Leg Lifter is an inflatable rectangular cushion providing essential assistance to lift and transfer the user's legs into bed independently or with the minimum of risk to the caregiver.

Product: 18147 ........................ $1,549.00

Mangar MK2 Compressor
Mangar MK2 Compressor. Battery level indicator Integral battery Normal or high flow option Waterproof floating hand control Quiet Auto Mangar MK2 Compressor

Product: 17707 ........................ $589.00

Hoyer Professional Stature Lift
Stature is Hoyer's flagship product which recognizes the true needs of the modern care environment. With a safe working load of 500 lbs. and a broad lifting range, the Stature is able to cope with the

Product: 18149 ........................ $5,892.00

Hoyer Professional Presence Lift
The Presence Patient Lift is engineered and designed to handle almost any resident-handling task. With its outstanding lift range, the Presence can accommodate lifts from the floor.

Product: 18150 ........................ $4,984.00

P-300 Portable Ceiling Lift
The P-300 is the most affordable ceiling lift available and fits most budgets. Able to lift up to 300 lbs., the P-300 weighs less than seven pounds, yet compromises nothing with respect to its perform

Product: 18218 ........................ $1,977.00

P-440 Portable Ceiling Lift
P-440 is easy to hold and is capable of lifting up to 440 lbs. Additionally, the P-440 offers a wide range of safety mechanisms to assure further confidence throughout handling.

Product: 18219 ........................ $2,577.00

P-600 Bariatric Portable Ceiling Lift
P-600 encompasses a weight capacity of 600lbs. Additionally, this portable ceiling lift provides an optional cart that allows for easy and lightweight transport throughout various rooms.

Product: 18220 ........................ $3,787.00

Cross Shape 3-Post Bathing Lift System
The 3-Post Bath System allows for the use of a ceiling lift over a standard bathtub with no permanent installation required.

Product: 18221 ........................ $2,720.00

FST-300 Free Standing Track
FST-300's lightweight frame allows for easy assembly. In fact, a single person can assemble the FST-300 in less than six minutes without the use of tools.

Product: 18222 ........................ $1,839.00
Prisim Pressure Fit Lift System
Minimal installation is required because the system works by exerting equal pressure between the floor and ceiling to stabilize the lift without causing damage to ceilings.

Web>
Product: 18223 ................. $1,989.00

Sequoia Patient Lift Portable Ceiling Rail
Have unleveled floors? Not a problem. The Sequoia’s unique design and multi-level capabilities accommodates for variances of up to 24”

Web>
Product: 18224 ................. $1,989.00

Prisim Square 4 Post Tier Lift System
The Square 4 Post Freestanding Gantry offers all of the flexibility of an X-Y Gantry System with no requirement for permanent installation.

Web>
Product: 18225 ................. $4,531.00

Prisim T-Shape 3-Post Bedroom System
The 3-Post Bedroom System allows for the use of a ceiling lift over a standard hospital bed with no permanent installation required.

Web>
Product: 18226 ................. $1,953.00

Prisim Body Lift Patient Sling
The Prisim Body Lifter Rigid Patient Sling is simaler to Sure Hands & the perfect answer for all transfers. Surehands & Prisim Device Will Lift You Into a Bed, Wheelchairs, Shower Chair & a Tub.

Web>
Product: 18227 ................. $977.00

Prisim C-1000 Fixed Ceiling Lift
The C-1000 Bariatric Lift makes it possible for caregivers to safely lift and transfer clients of all sizes with respect and dignity. With an astonishing weight capacity of 1000 lbs., the C-1000 is th

Web>
Product: 18228 ................. $6,698.00

Prisim M-Series Mobile Lift Systems
M-Series has been designed to make lifting and handling easier and safer. Its compact, ergonomic design makes it perfect for use in community or nursing environments.

Web>
Product: 18229 ................. $2,789.00

Prisim C-625 Fixed Ceiling Lift
C-625 looks good in any setting. With innovative features like a digital display and programmability

Web>
Product: 18231 ................. $4,240.00

Prisim Patient Scales
Scales

Web>
Product: 18230 ................. $1,415.00
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Tush Push Toilet Lift Chair
Toilet Chair Lift that safely lifts and lowers a person with the push of a button.

Web>  Product: 18232  $1,299.00

Traxx Titan 500 Portable Patient Lift
The heavy duty motor quietly and gently lifts up to 500lbs while the track system reduces friction and allows for a simple transfer from bed to wheelchair. Traxx Titan 500 Portable Patient Lift.

Web>  Product: 18233  $3,695.00

Rotational Series Lift Models R-450A and R-450R
Both the R-450R and R-450A have 450 pound weight capacities and a lifetime limited warranty, rarities in a lift that can be used in above-ground pools and spas.

Web>  Product: 18248  $5,395.00

Rotational Series Lift Model R-375
The R-375 has a 375 pound weight capacity and can clear up to a 10” high obstacle. This lift also has a full 360º range of rotation left or right.

Web>  Product: 18250  $3,999.00

LF2090 Patient Lift
The LF2090 Patient Lift. Power Stand Assist Patient Lift.

Web>  Product: 18298  $2,017.00

LF1090 Patient Lift
LF1090 Patient Lift A Power Hoyer Style Patient Lift

Web>  Product: 18299  $1,999.00

LF-1050 Patient Lift
LF-1050 Patient Lift Power Patient Lift

Web>  Product: 18300  $2,097.00

LF-1040 Patient Lift
LF1040 Electric Power Patient Lift

Web>  Product: 18301  $1,487.00

LF1031 Patient Lift
LF1031 Manual Hydraulic Patient Lift

Web>  Product: 18302  $547.00
DISCOVER YOUR MOBILITY  (866) 868 9694

Patient / Personal Lifts

LF-1600 Patient Lift
LF1600 Stand Assist Patient Lift

Web->
Product: 18303 ................. $567.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

LF-2020 Lift
GF Health LF2020 Stand Assist Power Lift.

Web->
Product: 18304 ................. $1,658.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Prism Knightingale Stairway Lift
Americas Favorite Stairway Lift and Stair Chair Lift

Web->
Product: 18345 ................. $2,934.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Global Lift C-375/450 Commercial Pool Lift
Global Lift ADA Code Compliant Pool Lift C-375/450 Pool Lift. Fully code compliant commercial handicap pool lift for inground public pools allowing ADA handicap pool access and compliance.

Web->
Product: 17593 ................. $3,797.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Global R450 Pool Lift

Web->
Product: 17594 ................. $5,395.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Global Lifts Performance P375 Pool Lift

Web->
Product: 17595 ................. $3,377.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Global Lift Series R375 Pool Lift

Web->
Product: 17596 ................. $3,107.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Global Lift Series S350 Pool Lift

Web->
Product: 17597 ................. $2,904.00

Patient / Personal Lifts

Hoyer Pool Lift SSHSP

Web->
Product: 17611 ................. $879.00
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Aquatrek Aquatic Wheelchair Pool
AquaTrek Wheelchair is the perfect Wheelchair For Pool handicap access. It can be used in and around swimming pools, spas and showers. The standard wheelchair comes equipped with a swing arm.

Web->
Product: 18238 ........................ $1,378.00

Aquatrek Transfer Platform
The AquaTrek TP-1000 provides an easy, convenient, and comfortable way for wheelchair users to move themselves from their chair to the platform an down into the water.

Web->
Product: 18239 ........................ $1,220.00

LifeGuard Above Ground Handicap Spa Lift
Our spa lifts are designed to provide access to most spas at an affordable price. You can choose a friend-assisted lift or a self-operated lift with either sling or hard seat.

Web->
Product: 18240 ........................ $1,895.00

LifeGuard ADA Code Compliant Pool Lift
ADA standards is something extra to budget and plan for. The good news is we’ve developed a pool lift that makes accessibility easier and more affordable than you think.

Web->
Product: 18244 ........................ $2,379.00

LifeGuard Home Use Power Pool Lift
LifeGuard Residential Pool Lifts least expensive power lift and the lightest. LifeGuard Home Use Power Pool Lift

Web->
Product: 18245 ........................ $1,695.00

Global Commercial Series Lift Models C-
The new Anti-Pinch Linkage System holds the seat in level position with an external linkage system that virtually eliminates pinch points.

Web->
Product: 18247 ........................ $3,797.00

Global Proformance Series Lift Model P-
Make using the pool or spa easy with the Global Lift Corp’s Proformance P-375 powered lift. It features an easy to install concrete anchor system, arm rests, footrests, lap belt and battery operated s

Web->
Product: 18249 ........................ $3,097.00

Global Superior Series Pool Lift S-350
The Superior Series lift is an economical option for making your pool or inground spa ADA Compliant. It can be used on most pools and inground spas

Web->
Product: 18251 ........................ $2,904.00

Triton Power Pool Lift
The Triton electric battery powered pool lift is the worlds only above ground pool lift that has 8’ ft of travel and also works for in ground pool applications as well.

Web->
Product: 18306 ........................ $1,489.00
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Triton Swimming Pool Lift
The Triton Power Swimming Pool Lift is the world's only pool lift with a full seven feet of travel, making it a multi-applications lift that is used for both above ground and in ground pools, spas, hot tubs.

Product: 18309 ........................ $1,489.00

Above Ground Pool Lift Triton
The Triton Above Ground Pool Lift is the world's only pool lift with a full eight feet of travel, making it a multi-applications lift that is used for both above ground and in ground pools.

Product: 18310 ........................ $1,489.00

Triton Battery Power Pool Lift Open Box
Triton Residential Handicap Battery Powered Pool Lift

Web->
Product: 18313 ........................ $1,234.00

Jacuzzi Patient Lift
The Triton Jacuzzi Patient Lift is the world's only Jacuzzi lift with a full seven feet of travel, making it a multi-applications lift that is used for both above ground and in ground Jacuzzi patients.

Web->
Product: 18315 ........................ $1,489.00

Boat Patient Lift
Handicap lift to lift a person in and out of a boat. The Triton Boat Patient Lift was specifically designed for lifting handicapped individuals in and out of a boat.

Web->
Product: 18316 ........................ $1,483.00

Jacuzzi Patient Lift
Handicapped powered Jacuzzi patient lift

Web->
Product: 18329 ........................ $1,643.00

Air Hawk Portable Wheelchair Open Box
Electric foldable wheelchair.

Web->
Product: 18204 ........................ $1,887.00

CTM HS-1000 Power Wheelchair
HS-1000 Rear Wheel Drive Power Wheelchair: Versatile swing-away joystick bracket, 18" reclining mid-back seat with headrest, capacity 300 lbs

Web->
Product: 17901 ........................ $1,387.00

CTM HS-1500 Portable Wheelchair
HS-1500 Portable Power Chair: Lightweight, Durable, Structure, capacity 253 lbs, wireless design for trouble free dismantling

Web->
Product: 17902 ........................ $1,397.00
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Power Wheelchairs
CTM HS-2800 Compact Mid Wheel Drive
HS-2800 Compact Mid Wheel Drive Power Wheelchair Capacity 300 lbs Mid-back Seat w/ Adj. Headrest & Seat Belt
Web->
Product: 17903 .......................... $1,557.00

Power Wheelchairs
CTM HS-2850 Compact Mid-Wheel Drive
HS-2850 Compact Mid-Wheel Drive Power Chair Capacity 300 lbs Full Coil - Over Suspension
Web->
Product: 17904 .......................... $1,577.00

Power Wheelchairs
CTM HS-5600 Heavy Duty Power
HS-5600 Heavy Duty Rear-Wheel Drive Power Chair Capacity 400 lbs 20" Reclining Captains Chair with Seat Belt
Web->
Product: 17905 .......................... $2,147.00

Power Wheelchairs
CTM HS-6200 Folding Power Wheelchair
HS-6200 Folding Power Chair Capacity 280 lbs Lightweight and Foldable Power Wheelchair that is a highly Portable Power Wheelchair.
Web->
Product: 17906 .......................... $1,347.00

Power Wheelchairs
Cirrus Plus EC Power Wheelchair
Cirrus Plus EC Folding Power Wheelchair Rear-Wheel Drive lightweight frame for easy portability Weight Capacity 300lb
Web->
Product: 17918 .......................... $1,499.00

Power Wheelchairs
Cirrus Plus HD
Cirrus Plus HD Heavy-Duty Folding Power Wheelchair Rear-Wheel Drive lightweight frame for easy portability Weight Capacity 400lbs
Web->
Product: 17919 .......................... $1,899.00

Power Wheelchairs
Cobalt X16
Cobalt X16 Weight Capacity 250lb Standard Power Wheelchair Rear-Wheel Drive Full-size performance and lightweight
Web->
Product: 17922 .......................... $1,499.00

Power Wheelchairs
Cobalt X14
Cobalt X14 Transportable Power Rear Wheel Drive Wheelchair Full-size performance in a lightweight Weight Capacity 250lbs
Web->
Product: 17921 .......................... $1,449.00

Power Wheelchairs
Cobalt Wheelchair
Cobalt Transportable Power Rear Wheel Drive Wheelchair Full-size performance in a lightweight Weight Capacity 250lbs
Web->
Product: 17920 .......................... $1,399.00
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Power Wheelchairs

Cobalt X23
Cobalt X23 Standard Power Wheelchair Rear-Wheel Drive Full-size performance in a lightweight standard power wheelchair Weight Capacity 250lb

Web->
Product: 17923 ................. $1,399.00

Power Wheelchairs

Image EC Standard Power Wheelchair
Image EC Standard Power Wheelchair Mid-Wheel Drive Weight Capacity 300lb Front suspension system Height-adjustable swivel seat features fold-down backrest

Web->
Product: 17932 ................. $1,999.00

Power Wheelchairs

Intrepid Power Wheelchair
Intrepid Mid Wheel Drive Power Wheelchair

Web->
Product: 17933 ................. $1,699.00

Power Wheelchairs

Medalist 450 Power Wheelchair
Medalist 450 Heavy-Duty Power Wheelchair Rear-Wheel Drive Four-post seating Weight cap 450lb Programmable controller Available with 22in or 24in width Captains Seat

Web->
Product: 17936 ................. $2,499.00

Power Wheelchairs

Renegade Power Wheelchair
Renegade Heavy Duty Power Wheelchair Rear Wheel Drive Height adjustable swivel seat features fold-down backrest Available with 18in 20in or 22in width Captains Seat

Web->
Product: 17939 ................. $2,199.00

Power Wheelchairs

Titan Power Wheelchair
Adjustable-length controller mount Armrests are padded, adjustable and removable Available with 18 or 20 Captain’s Seat.

Web->
Product: 17946 ................. $1,475.00

Power Wheelchairs

Trident Front-Wheel Drive Power
Shroudless design offers easy access to internal components and batteries. Semi-reclining seat with adjustable headrest offers three height adjustments and two depth options.

Web->
Product: 17949 ................. $1,699.00

Power Wheelchairs

Wildcat 450 Rear-Wheel Drive Folding
Foldable, lightweight frame for easy portability. Armrests are padded, adjustable and removable. Adjustable length controller mount. Optional swing-away controller arm (Item #AA1800) sold separately.

Web->
Product: 17953 ................. $1,999.00

Power Wheelchairs

P101 Folding Power Wheelchair
Available in 16 inch or 18 inch seat widths. Easily foldable battery bracket allows for improved portability. Lightweight and foldable for easy handling, storage and transportation.

Web->
Product: 18013 ................. $1,399.00

*Product: 18013 ................. $1,399.00

*Product: 17946 ................. $1,475.00

*Product: 17936 ................. $2,499.00

*Product: 17939 ................. $2,199.00

*Product: 17923 ................. $1,399.00

*Product: 17932 ................. $1,999.00

*Product: 17933 ................. $1,699.00
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Drive P171 Folding Power Wheelchair
Folding battery tray allows improved portability. Programmable controller with a wide range of selections to suit the needs and demands of different users.
Web> Product: 18014 $4,999.00

P181 Heavy-Duty Folding Power
Folding battery tray allows improved portability. Programmable controller with a wide range of selections to suit the needs and demands of different users. Auxiliary brakes offer extra safety.
Web> Product: 18015 $2,377.00

Merits P182 Heavy-Duty Folding Power
Folding battery tray allows improved portability. Programmable controller with a wide range of selections to suit the needs and demands of different users. Auxiliary brakes offer extra safety.
Web> Product: 18017 $2,417.00

Merits P183 Heavy-Duty Folding Power
Folding battery tray allows improved portability. Programmable controller with a wide range of selections to suit the needs and demands of different users. Auxiliary brakes offer extra safety.
Web> Product: 18019 $2,784.00

Merits P201 Multi-Rehab Function Power
The P201 modular construction not only makes disassembly for maintenance quick and simple, it also allows various seating positions, tilt-in-space and recline.
Web> Product: 18020 $2,999.00

Merits P301 Gemini Power Wheelchair
Heavy-Duty RWD Powerbase Wheelchair. 9” front casters to climb over barriers and strong rear suspension. The 22” wide deluxe and stylish seat provides extra comfort.
Web> Product: 18021 $1,747.00

Merits P310 Regal Power Wheelchair
Stylish and compact rear wheel drive model with 10” drive wheels and alloy rims. Extremely low center of gravity. Lower seat height which facilitates transfers and makes it the most stable unit
Web> Product: 18023 $4,999.00

Merits P314 Cypress 4 Power Wheelchair
A variation from the P313 with the four seat posts to provide extra support. Standard stylish captain seat with angle adjustable back and flip-up armrests, recliner level is optional.
Web> Product: 18024 $6,999.00

Merits P318 Vision CF Power Wheelchair
Made from simplified frame construction. Has 9 inch Drive wheels, 6 inch castors. 18 inch seat width, and Ergonomic seating design. It is compact and lightweight design with excellent maneuverability.
Web> Product: 18025 $1,437.00
Merits P320 Junior Power Wheelchair
The Merits MP3C Junior Power Wheelchair is not just an evolution, it is a complete revolution in power mobility. It is the smallest and lightest power wheelchair ever.
Product: 18026 $1,383.00

Merits P321 EZ-GO Power Wheelchair
Super light and easy disassembly for storage and transportation. Has a wireless electronic connector and is ideal as personal secondary portable power wheelchair.
Product: 18027 $1,194.00

P326A Sport Mid Wheel Drive Power
This product reaches full suspension and has no rear tipping on footplate standing (up to 250 lbs.) The weight capacity is 300 lb. There are dual in-line motors for enhanced efficiency and range.
Product: 18028 $1,437.00

Merits P710 Atlantis Bariatric Wheelchair
Contains super heavy-duty power wheelchair with unique and prominent design and four seat posts that provide more stable and a durable structure for the frame. There is an extra-wide seat.
Product: 18029 $2,367.00

ShopRider 6 Runner 10 Deluxe Power
Introducing a new member to Shoprider's 6Runner® series power chairs, the 6Runner® 10 Deluxe offers the enhanced stability of all 6 points of contact with the ground.
Product: 18030 $2,687.00

ShopRider 6 Runner 10 Rehab Power
The 6Runner® series powerchairs, all with 6 points of contact with the ground, provide the stability of desired traditional rear driven powerchairs, along with the maneuverability of modern mid wheel.
Product: 18031 $1,997.00

ShopRider 6 Runner 14 Bariatric Power Wheelchairs
The 6 Runner series powerchairs, all with 6 points of contact with the ground, provide the desired stability of traditional rear driven powerchairs, along with the maneuverability of modern mid wheel.
Product: 18035 $2,189.00
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**ShopRider Jimmie Power Wheelchair**
Shoprider® introduces another first in powered mobility with its extremely lightweight, portable, user-friendly Jimmie power chair.

**Web**>
Product: 18036 .......................... $1,357.00

**ShopRider HD Power Wheelchair**
The Shoprider HD is the latest addition to our range of powerchair solutions. The 500lb weight capacity Shoprider HD will deliver sold and dependable performance expected from any powerchair product.

**Web**>
Product: 18037 .......................... $4,825.00

**ShopRider Smartie Power Wheelchair**
Smartie, the next generation powerchair with new Envirofriendly® battery technology. Shoprider introduces another first in powered mobility with its extremely lightweight and high performance.

**Web**>
Product: 18038 .......................... $2,133.00

**Streamer Sport 888WA Power**
The Streamer Sport comes with puncture proof 10 tires, on board charger and a dramatically sloped shroud. With only the best technology, the Streamer Sport is equipped with self diagnosing.

**Web**>
Product: 18039 .......................... $1,291.00

**ShopRider FPC Power Wheelchair**
Presenting the FPC - Shoprider’s newest folding power chair. The FPC is packed with pioneering technology and style.

**Web**>
Product: 18040 .......................... $1,651.00

**XO-202 Standing Power Wheelchair**
The Karman XO-202 Power Wheelchair with Stand-Up Wheelchair feature offers many health benefits previously unavailable to those in a wheelchair.

**Web**>
Product: 18059 .......................... $13,500.00

**Karman XO-202 Junior 14 Standing Power**
The Karman XO-202 Power Wheelchair with Stand-Up Wheelchair feature offers many health benefits previously unavailable to those in a wheelchair.

**Web**>
Product: 18065 .......................... $13,500.0

**Air Hawk Foldable Power Wheelchair**

**Web**>
Product: 18190 .......................... $1,987.00

**Heatway Passport P19 Power Wheelchair**
The Heatway Passport P19 Electric Battery Powered Folding Portable Power Wheelchair

**Web**>
Product: 18279 .......................... $2,099.00
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EZ Access Trifold Ramp
EZ Access Trifold Portable 5ft 6ft 7ft 8ft 10ft Non Skid Surface Durable Ramp
Web: Product: 17781 . . . . . . . $273.00

EZ Access Suitcase Advantage Ramp
EZ Access Suitcase Advantage Portable Durable Wheelchair Ramp 2ft 3ft 4ft 5ft 6ft Skid Resistant Ramp with Carry Handle
Web: Product: 17782 . . . . . . . $121.00

EZ Access Suitcase Signature Ramp
EZ Access Suitcase Signature Portable Ramp Non Skid Durable Light Weightv Aluminum
Web: Product: 17783 . . . . . . . $109.00

EZ Access Transitions Angled Ramps
EZ Access Transitions Angled Freestanding Adjustable Ramp
Web: Product: 17784 . . . . . . . $71.00

EZ Access Modular Mat Ramp
EZ Access Modular Mat Ramp Transitional ADA Approved Non Slip
Web: Product: 17785 . . . . . . . $169.00

Transitions Angled Entry Mat Ramp
Slip resistant and made entirely of recycled tires, the EZ-ACCESS Transitions Angled Entry Mat is ideal for indoor or outdoor use and provides a safe and smooth ground-to-sill transition. It is especi
Web: Product: 17786 . . . . . . . $106.00

EZ Access Threshold Ramp
EZ Access Light Weight Portable Ramp Raise Landings Transitions Modular Entry Ramp is a lightweight yet portable wheelchair ramp designed for doorways. Silding Glass Door Ramp Transition Ramp
Web: Product: 17787 . . . . . . . $46.00

TLE (Top Lip Extension)
Toplip Extension Ramp Extending Lip Easy Attach Optional Top Lip Extension (TLE) will increase the reach of the SUITCASE Signature Series ramp by extending the lip from the standard 3" length to 9". T
Web: Product: 17788 . . . . . . . $51.00

EZ Access Alluminum Modular Ramp
Modular Non Skid Surface Conforms To Customer May Add Steps Ramp Exiting Patio
Web: Product: 17790 . . . . . . . $489.00
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PVI Bariatric Threshold Ramps
PVI Ramp Life Time Warranty Light Weight Durable Anti Slip High Traction Designed for Doorways

Product: 17791 ........................ $134.00

Black Widow TF-6150 Folding Ramp
17W Rage Tri Folding Ramp Lip To Fit Almost Any Trailer Folds Down Into 17In Wide The TF-6150 is a tri-folding motorcycle trailer ramp for loading a bike onto open and enclosed trailers. This ramp has

Product: 17792 ........................ $597.00

Black Widow TF-6150 Folding Ramp
Black Widow TF-6150 Folding Ramp Folds In Half For Storage Transportation Heavy Duty Light Weight The Black Widow motorcycle loading ramp system is and all aluminum.

Product: 17793 ........................ $297.00

AF-9034-HD Motorcycle Ramp
The AF-9034-HD 3 piece ramp system is a combination of our heavy duty 90” single ramp and our AFP solid plate ATV ramps plus a hardware connecting kit. This 3 piece system is 90? long and is

Product: 17794 ........................ $377.00

Big Boy Motor Cycle Ramp
BigBoy Rage Weighs 68 lbs All Aluminum Break Apart Into 3 Sections Full width plate Our full size folding motorcycle loading ramps are the Cadillac of the loading ramp industry. This motorcycle ramp s

Product: 17797 ........................ $574.00

Black Widow One Piece Motor Cycle Ramp
One Piece Ramp Folds To 72 All Aluminum construction 5 year manufacturer warranty Widow one piece motorcycle ramp is a 108 inch long by 36 inch wide folding motorcycle ramp designed

Product: 17798 ........................ $547.00

Black Widow Motorcycle Loading Ramp
Black Widow Ramp Fold to half their length Lightweight all aluminum Full width plate style attaching lip The Black Widow motorcycle loading ramp system is and all aluminum, multi-purpose,

Product: 17799 ........................ $457.00

piece 2 LiteRamp™ used on curb

LiteRamp Portable Wheelchair Ramps
LiteRamp one-piece wheelchair ramps are easy to use, folding ramps that can be carried like suitcases. They can also accommodate 3-wheel scooters. Available lengths are 2-foot, 3-foot, 4-foot, and

Product: 17800 ........................ $95.00
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LiteRamp Portable Wheelchair Ramps 2-
The 2-piece portable wheelchair ramp was first introduced by LiteRamp ™ in 2003. Since then, our design has been copied numerous times by other manufacturers. Today, almost all portable wheelchair ramps are available through Rolla Ramp ™.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17801 ........................ $230.00

Rolla Ramp Wheelchair Ramp / Scooter
Roll-A-Ramp® offers a one-of-a-kind portable ramp for easy and convenient wheelchair and disability access into homes, buildings and vans. The ramp is easy to use and simple to set up or take down. Made in the USA.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17802 ........................ $474.00

Roll-A-Ramp Home Modular Ramps
The Roll-A-Ramp® Modular Ramp System can be configured to any length needed. Unlike other ramps where once you reach 10-foot in length, you are limited to a modular system designed to stay in place.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17803 ........................ $474.00

Roll-A-Ramp RV/Trailer Ramp
Roll-A-Ramp is the ideal solution for your RV, Camper or Travel Trailer! Fully portable ramp system makes it easy to set up for access to your travel trailer and easily take down for transport. Whether using for travel or home, its lightweight design allows for portability.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17805 ........................ $474.00

Roll-A-Ramp Van Ramps
Roll-A-Ramp powered and non-powered van ramps are less costly than a lowered floor conversion and can be installed into your existing van. New vans may qualify for up to $1000 vehicle manufacturers' incentive.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17806 ........................ $1,395.00

Roll-A-Ramp Approach Plates
Pair of 12in Approach Plates for Portable Ramps

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17807 ........................ $67.50

Roll-A-Ramp Removable Aluminum
Aluminum handrails are available as an addition to your Roll-A-Ramp®. Ramp handrails work for all sizes of ramps and will add additional stability & security for those who need it. Handrails are also available for Roll-A-Ramp®.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17808 ........................ $199.00

Mount Brackets
Seg-Mount brackets allow for easy temporary mounting of ramp to any landing surface. The ramp's top approach plate simply slips into bracket at 90 degrees and removes in seconds. Brackets not included.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17809 ........................ $38.90

Roll-A-Ramp Platform
Roll-A-Ramp platforms are customized especially for our ramps. This is a great option for longer ramps or if you need your ramp to go in more than one direction. The legs are made to the length you need for your application.

- **Web->**
- **Product:** 17811 ........................ $1,135.00
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Aluminium Transition Threshold Ramp
Aluminium Transition Threshold Ramp For Wheelchairs
Web-> Product: 17815 .................. $37.00

Craftsmen 2 In 1 Carrier Open Box Special
Craftsmen 2 In 1 550 Pound Capacity Scooter Carrier & Wheelchair Carrier
Web-> Product: 18188 .................. $337.00

Freedom XL Trailer Scooter & Wheelchair
Freedom XL Trailer Scooter Trailer & Wheelchair Trailer or Mobility Trailer
Web-> Product: 17845 .................. $2,864.00

Harmar AL-001 Scooter Carrier
Harmar AL-001 Scooter Carrier
Web-> Product: 17882 .................. $449.00

Tri Lift Scooter Lift
Tri Lift Mobility Scooter Lift
Web-> Product: 17883 .................. $1,587.00

Tilt-A-Rack ARV 350 MINI SCOOTER RAGE POWER SPORTS MINI ARV 350 SCOOTER CARRIER
Web-> Product: 17884 .................. $578.00

TiltARack 500 ARV Scooter Carrier
ARV 500 SCOOTER CARRIER MANUAL, TILT A RACK ARV500.
Web-> Product: 17885 .................. $767.00

Tilt-A-Rack ARV 500 Plus
ARV 500+ SCOOTER CARRIER
Web-> Product: 17886 .................. $847.00

TILTARACK ACR Scooter Carrier. TILTARACK ACR Scooter Carrier for motor cycles & mopeds.
Web-> Product: 17887 .................. $477.00
Burr Handy Lift Motor Home Handicap Lift
Burr's Handy Lift is an RV Entrance Lift that helps people who can't easily get up stairs get over that first big step found on most RVs.

Product: 17889 ........................ $1,377.00

Hevey Duty Burr Handy Lift
The Hevey Duty Burr Motor Home Handy Lift

Product: 18185 ........................ $2,477.00

VersaHaul Scooter Carrier
The VHMS VersaHaul Scooter Carrier & Wheelchair Carrier Also Known As A Mobility Carrier

Product: 18199 ........................ $664.00

Large Scooter Carrier VersaHaul VHMSXL
The VersaHaul Large Scooter Carrier VersaHaul VHMSXL

Product: 18200 ........................ $806.00

Burr Mobile Wheelchair & Scooter Lift
It requires no disassembly of your electric scooter or wheelchair ... simply drive it on, attach the safety harness, and push the switch

Product: 18252 ........................ $987.00

Burr Mobile Lift
The Mobile-Lift is a multi-purpose scooter lift that offers a good mix of features and easy-to-use performance.

Product: 18254 ........................ $987.00

Burr Handy Lift HD Motor Home Lift
Now you can have total independence and enjoy RV living to the maximum with the all new Burr 500 lb capacity Handy-Lift HD.

Product: 18255 ........................ $2,477.00

EZ-1 Scooter Carrier
The Economy Platform Ramp Carrier allows for your total mobility transporting at the most economical value possible.

Product: 18256 ........................ $398.00

EZ-2 Scooter Carrier
The E-Z Carrier Fold-Up Lift with Ramp allows you to take your scooter or power wheelchair with you at a great price and it is made in the USA.

Product: 18257 ........................ $468.00
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**AL001 Universal Carrier**
This lift is compatible with virtually every scooter or power chair, is easy to operate and built to last for years of trouble free use.

Web->
Product: 18263
Price: $449.00

**Craftsmen Large Scooter Carrier 37 X 64**
The Craftsmen 2 in 550 XL Extra Large Scooter Carrier & Extra Large Mobility Carrier. Extra Large Wheelchair Carrier

Web->
Product: 18269
Price: $698.00

**AL225 Axis II / 2-Axis Inside Lift**
The lightweight Harmar Axis II Lite Inside Mobility Scooter Lift is specially designed to transport lighter weight scooters and power chairs.

Web->
Product: 18276
Price: $1,949.00

**Craftsmen Scooter Carrier 28 X 51**
The Craftsmen (2) In (1) 550 Carrier's loading ramp is 28 1/4" wide by 60" long providing a gradual slope for easy loading of your scooter or wheelchair.

Web->
Product: 18283
Price: $387.00

**Hummer XL 4 Wheel Scooter**
Tzora Titan 4 Hummer XL Portable 4 Wheel Portable Bariatric Scooter With Full Suspension. Heavy Duty Portable Four Wheel Mobility Scooter. Bariatric Travel Scooter.

Web->
Product: 14051
Price: $2,317.00

**Titan Mobility Scooter**
3 Wheel Bariatric Portable Mobility Scooter By Tzora. The Titan 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter. Lightweight & Highly Portable With A Foldable Design.

Web->
Product: 14053
Price: $1,971.00

**Easy Light Deluxe Light Weight Scooter**
The Easy Light Deluxe By Tzora Is The Worlds Lightest, Portable, Adjustable & Comfortable Scooters Folds Up And Is Recomended For Air Travel By Airlines Throughout The World.

Web->
Product: 14064
Price: $999.00

**EW36 3 Wheel Electric Scooter**
E Wheels EW36 scooter. 3 wheel electric scooter. The EW-36 is the fastest 3 wheel electric trike. Fast 3 wheel mobility scooter.

Web->
Product: 14112
Price: $1,899.00

**EV Rider Transport Folding Mobility**
The EV Rider Transport Folding Mobility Scooter. The transport is only 60lbs and folds easily making it highly portable.

Web->
Product: 14264
Price: $1,499.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prowler 3410 Scooter</td>
<td>Drive Medical Prowler 3410 4 Wheel Handicap Mobility Scooter. 4 Wheel Handicap Cart That Has A Award Winning Design. Fre Shipping &amp; No Tax.</td>
<td>$2,599.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI Scooter S3 Scooter Breeze</td>
<td>Afi kim Breeze 3 W Mobility Scooter. High Performance Fast Outdoor Mobility Scooter. High Quality Long Distance Mobility Scooter.</td>
<td>$5,065.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI Scooter S4 Mobility Scooter</td>
<td>Afi kim Breeze 4 Mobility Scooter. Best Outdoor Mobility Scooter</td>
<td>$5,389.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI Scooter C3 Wide Scooter</td>
<td>Afi kim Breeze C3 W High High Performance Heavy Duty Outdoor Mobility Scooter. Long Distance High Speed Medical Mobility Scooter.</td>
<td>$2,947.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI Scooter C4 Scooter</td>
<td>Afi kim Breeze C4 Scooter. Ev Rider Breeze C4 4 Wheel Outdoor Mobility Scooter. Outdoor Mobility Cart</td>
<td>$2,990.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI Scooter S3 Scooter</td>
<td>Afi kim Breeze GT Mobility Scooter. Heavy Duty Fast Outdoor Scooter.</td>
<td>$4,971.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI Scooter GT Wide Seat Scooter</td>
<td>The Afi kim Breeze GT Wide Scooter Dual Seat Mobility Scooter Or Bench Seat Mobility Scooter.</td>
<td>$4,971.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI Scooter S3-W Scooter</td>
<td>The Breeze S3W Scooter With A Wide Seat For Heavy People Or Two Passenger Mobility Scooter.</td>
<td>$4,690.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caddy Scooter</td>
<td>Afi kim Caddy Portable Mobility Scooter. Folding Mobility Scooter.</td>
<td>$997.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Porter Scooter
Afikim Porter Mobility Scooter. Afikim The Porter Scooter also known as the Porter Cargo Mobility Scooter. The Perfect Golf Mobility Scooter

Sportster BC Scooter

Sportster Scooter
Afikim Sportster Mobility Scooter. 3 Wheel Outdoor Mobility Scooter.

Sportster SE Scooter
Sportster SE Medical Outdoor Scooter.

CTM HS 118 Scooter
CTM HS 118 Scooter 4 Wheel Portable Scooter

CTM HS 290 Scooter
CTM HS 290 Scooter, 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter. The hs290 Scooter also known as the hs-290 scooter. CTM Scooters

CTM HS 320 Scooter
CTM HS 320 mobility scooter with a maxium speed 5 mph and a weight Capacity 0 300 lbs or pounds. 9in Front and Rear Wheels and Light-Weight foldable Swivel Seat.

CTM HS 570 Scooter
CTM HS 570 Mobility Scooter. A 3 wheel medical scooter that has a speed 5 mph Capacity 300 lbs. 10in High Clearance Front & Rear Wheels
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CTM HS 580 Scooter
CTM HS 580 Medical 4 Wheel Handicap Scooter, Maximum Speed 5 mph Capacity 300 lbs. 10in High Clearance Front & Rear Wheels
Web> Product: 14080 ............... $1,284.00

CTM HS 730 Scooter
CTM HS 730 3 Wheel Disability Scooter With A Maximum Speed 7 point 5 mph Capacity 400 lbs. Anti Fatigue Delta Handle Bar and 19 Inch Tall Back Luxury Swivel Seat.
Web> Product: 14081 ............... $2,377.00

CTM HS 740 Scooter
CTM HS 740 4 Wheel Disability Scooter With A Maximum Speed 7 point 5 mph Capacity 400 lbs. Anti Fatigue Delta Handle Bar and 19 Inch Tall Back Luxury Swivel Seat.
Web> Product: 14082 ............... $2,297.00

CTM HS 890 Scooter
CTM HS 890 Four Wheel Scooter Maximum Speed 8 mph Capacity 500 lbs. Maximum Clearance 13 Wheels all around, Anti Fatigue Delta Handle Bar and Hand Brake.
Web> Product: 14083 ............... $2,648.00

MiniRider Scooter
EV Rider Minirider Portable Compact Transporable Mobility Scooter Adjustable Easy Assembly and Disassembly Rear Anti Tippers Swivel Seat and Light Weight Free Shipping
Web> Product: 14091 ............... $789.00

Rider Express Scooter
The Ev Rider Rider Express 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter is Great For Traveling & Taking Trips.
Web> Product: 14092 ............... $1,379.00

Royale 4 Dual Scooter
EV Rider Royale 4 Dual Heavy Duty 4 Wheeled Mobility Scooter Full Light Package Digital Lots of Leg Room Wide Seat Infinite Adjustment Tiller Full Independent Suspension Free Shipping
Web> Product: 14093 ............... $4,647.00

Royale 3 Scooter
The Ev Rider Four Wheel & 3 Wheel Heavy Duty Mobility Scooter. Royale 3 Scooter
Web> Product: 14094 ............... $3,974.00

Royale 4 Scooter
EV Rider Royale 4 Wheeled Mobility Scooter Captains Chair Adjustable Tiller Full Lighting Package Full Independent Suspension Heavy Duty Free Shipping
Web> Product: 14095 ............... $4,415.00
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**Royale Cargo Scooter**
The Royale Cargo Scooter by EV Rider 4 Wheel Cargo Scooter Full Suspension 20in Captains seat 360 swivel Lots of Leg Room Senior Citizen 3 Wheel Scooter Comfortable Ride Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14096 ........................ $4,754.00

**SNR2 Stand & Ride Scooter**
EV Rider SNR2 3 Wheeled Scooter Stand and Ride Pre-Mobility Portable Convient Scooter Removable Seat Disc Brakes Forward and Reverse No Flat Tires Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14097 ........................ $975.00

**Vita Scooter**
Vita Scooter 4 Wheeled Full Suspension Electric Mobility Scooter All Terrian Vita Mobility Scooter By EV Rider.

Web->
Product: 14108 ........................ $3,127.00

**Cutie-L Scooter**
Shoprider Cutie L 3 Wheeled Scooter Portable Mobility Scooter Adjustable Lightweight Flatfree Tires Free Shipping Fits in the Trunk Anti Tip Wheels Safe

Web->
Product: 14205 ........................ $999.00

**ShopRider Dasher 4 Scooter**
Shoprider Dasher 4 Portable Mobility Scooter very Lightweight with Easy Disassembly Complete Wireless Connector System Color Change Panels Flat free Tires Swivel Seat Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14207 ........................ $867.00

**ShopRider Echo Scooter**
Shoprider Echo Portable Mobility Scooter very Light Weight easy Assembely Quick Connect Battrey Flat Free Tires Rear Anti-Tippers Electromagnetic Braking System Free Shipping

Web->
Product: 14209 ........................ $597.00

**Mobie Scooter By Solax Mobility**
Solax Mobie 4 Wheeled Portable Light Weight Compact Mobility Scooter Foldable Airline Friendly Rear Wheel Drive. Similar to the Lexis Light & Air Hawk.

Web->
Product: 14210 ........................ $1,989.00

**ShopRider Scootie Scooter**
The Scootie formerly known as Qtie is a 4 wheeled mobility scooter is only 53 lbs without batteries and is length adjustable and is only 17 wide

Web->
Product: 14212 ........................ $794.00

**Sprinter XL3 Deluxe Scooter**
Sprinter XL3 wheeled deluxe mobility scooter offering the rider stability With the vespa style tiller cover black and grey leatherett pillow top seat

Web->
Product: 14214 ........................ $3,390.00
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**Sprinter XL4 Scooter**
4 wheeled deluxe mobility scooter that allows you to move with ease and stability. It comes standard with a luxurious leatherette executive seat, which can recline, slide, and swivel for maximum comfort.

**Product:** 14216 
**Price:** $1,597.00

**ShopRider Start 8 Scooter**
ShopRider 4 wheeled mobility travel scooter offers standard features that will comfortably get you to where you want to go indoors/outdoors. It can be disassembled for travel and transport. Weight cap

**Product:** 14217 
**Price:** $1,287.00

**Sunrunner 3 Scooter**
3 wheeled luxury mobility scooter that has solid features that include slide and swivel seating, front headlight package and much more at a great value. Perfect for maneuvering indoor/outdoors.

**Product:** 14218 
**Price:** $1,397.00

**Zip'r 3 Hybrid Scooter**
Zip'r 3 Hybrid Scooter Hybrid Travel Scooters that combine the portability and convenience of leisure travel scooters. Zip'r 3 Hybrid Mobility Scooter

**Web->**
**Product:** 14229 
**Price:** $789.00

**Zip 3 Wheel Scooter**
Zip 3 Scooter Travels well Takes Apart Light Weight Scooter Free Shipping 30 in Turning Radius.

**Web->**
**Product:** 14230 
**Price:** $699.00

**Zip'r 4 Mobility Scooter**
Zip'r 4 Scooter With A Weight Capacity 250 lbs. The Zip'r 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter. 4 Wheel Portable Scooter.

**Web->**
**Product:** 14232 
**Price:** $789.00

**Drive Spitfire 1320 Scooter**
Drive Medical Spitfire 1320 Portable 3 wheeled scooter with interchangeable Color Panels Front Basket Adjustable Seating Free Shipping

**Web->**
**Product:** 14252 
**Price:** $949.00

**Ventura 3 Wheel Scooter**
Drive Ventura 3 wheel scooter with 3 Wheeled Ergonomic Controls Color & Change Panels. Our most popular three wheel scooter.

**Web->**
**Product:** 14254 
**Price:** $1,439.00

**Phoenix HD4 Scooter**
The Drive Medical Phoenix HD4 Mobility Scooter. Phoenix HD 4 Wheel Scooter. 350 lbs weight capacity Phoenix HD-4 Scooter

**Web->**
**Product:** 14255 
**Price:** $1,199.00
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Phoenix HD 3 Wheel Heavy Duty Scooter
Drive Medical Phoenix HD3 Portable 3 wheel scooter. Bariatric portable three wheel electric scooter by Drive Medical.

City Rider Scooter
EV Rider City Rider 4 Wheeled Mobility Scooter Full Lighting Package Adjustable Comfortable High Back Contoured Captains Chair Full Suspension Swivel Seat Free Shipping

Drive Ventura 4 Wheel Scooter
The Drive Ventura 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter. Handicap 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter. Four Wheel Mobility Scooter By Drive Medical. 4 Wheel Senior Citizen Scooter.

SportRider 20k Scooter DISCONTINUED
E Rider Sport Rider 20k Scooter. The SportRider 20k 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter. Motor Cycle Style Mobility Scooter.

Sport Rider Dual Scooter DISCONTINUED
EV Rider Sport Rider Dual 3 Wheeled mobility Scooter with Aluminum Alloy Rims and Road Rated Pneumatic Tires Motor Cycle Parts Digital Control Full Suspension both Front and rear Free Shipping

Orange Safty Flag For Scooter
Foldable Orange Safty Flag For Scooter.

Drive Prowler 3310 Scooter
The Drive Prowler 3310 Mobility Scooter is a 3 wheel mobility scooter that is hevey duty bariatic and fast.

CTM HS-360 Mobility Scooter
CTM HS360 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter. The CTM HS-360 Four Wheel Handicap Mobility Scooter Outdoor Handicap Senior Citizen Medical Scooter
Discover Your Freedom, Rediscover Your Life!!!
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Ventura DLX 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter
This deluxe 3 wheel scooter by Drive Medical is their most popular three wheel electric scooter for good reason.

Web->
Product: 17535 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,699.00

Ventura DLX 4 Wheel Scooter
This 4 wheel electric scooter. The Ventura DLX 4 Wheel Electric Cart Four Wheel Scooter. Ventura Deluxe 4 Wheel Scooter

Web->
Product: 17536 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,799.00

Spitfire Scout 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter
Drive Medical Spitfire Scout 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter. Handicap 3 Wheel Portable Scooter. 3 Wheel Electric Battery Powered Scooter.

Web->
Product: 17620 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $634.00

Spitfire Scout DLX 3 Wheel Scooter
Spitfire Scout 3 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter by Drive Medical. The Spitfire Scout DLX Highly Portable Travel Scooter. A Delta Tiller & 300 Pound Capacity.

Web->
Product: 17626 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $819.00

Spitfire Scout 4 Wheel DLX Portable
Spitfire Scout 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter By Drive Medical. A 4 Wheel Portable Handicap Electric Battery Powered Four Wheel Travel Scooter

Web->
Product: 17628 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $899.00

Easy Light Deluxe Scooter Open Box
Great Deal On Folding Easy Light Deluxe Scooter Open Box Special Foldable Travel Mobility Scooter

Web->
Product: 17621 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $949.00

Tzora Easy Travel Elite Scooter Open Box
Tzora Easy Travel Elite Open Box. Foldable Travel Scooter For Air Travel, Cruise Ships, Busses & Trains. Vacationing Mobility Scooter.

Web->
Product: 17622 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,337.00

Hummer XL 4 Wheel Scooter Open Box
Discounted Hummer XL Heavy Duty 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter. Portable outdoor offroad all terrain 4 wheel handicap mobility scooter.

Web->
Product: 17623 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,954.00

Tzora Titan Scooter Open Box
Tzora Titan 3 Wheel Outdoor All Terrain Off Road Shopping Scooter. Heavy Duty Portable Electric Battery Power Handicap Senior Citizen Mobility Scooter.

Web->
Product: 17625 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,871.00

Spitfire Scout 4 Wheel DLX Portable
Spitfire Scout 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter By Drive Medical. A 4 Wheel Portable Handicap Electric Battery Powered Four Wheel Travel Scooter

Web->
Product: 17628 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $899.00
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MeGo Mobility Scooter
The MeGo Mobility Scooter is the fastest mobility scooter ever made with a top speed of 20 mph & a weight capacity of 726 pounds making it a high performance 4 wheel bariatric scooter.

Web>
Product: 17640 ........................ $7,999.00

AFI Scooter S 4 Wheel Wide Seat Mobility Scooters
Breeze 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter By Afikim. A Outdoor All Terrain Off Road Electric Battery Power Mobility Scooter. Four Wheel Mobility Scooter

Web->
Product: 17642 ........................ $5,724.00

AFI Scooter S3 Mobility Scooter
Afikim Breeze S3 Mobility Scooter. A three wheel outdoor off road all terrain fast electric handicap battery powered mobility scooter by afikim.

Web->
Product: 17643 ........................ $5,065.00

Sportrider Scooter 3 Wheel Mobility Scooters
EV Rider Sportrider 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter By Ev Rider Captains Seat Motorcycle Like with Motorcycle Parts Digital Display

Web->
Product: 17648 ........................ $3,335.00

EW 66 Scooter
E Wheels EW 66 Mobility Scooter 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter. Two Passenger Scooter. 2 seat scooter. Two Seat Mobility Scooter. Carry a 2nd person.

Web->
Product: 17649 ........................ $2,499.00

Zipper Roo 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter
Zipper Roo 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter Off Board Battery Charge Light Weight Affordable Scooter

Web->
Product: 17651 ........................ $684.00

Zipper Roo 3 Mobility Scooter
Zip'r Mobility Zipper Roo 3 Wheel Portable Scooter Easy and Light Weight Senior Transport Anti Tip Wheels

Web->
Product: 17652 ........................ $604.00

Roadster S-740 Mobility Scooter
Merits Roadster S 740 Portable Mobility Scooter The S740 Mobility Scooter Adjustable Senior Disability Scooter

Web->
Product: 17653 ........................ $661.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Web-＞</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luggie Elite Scooter</td>
<td>17654</td>
<td>$2,599.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S 341 10 DLX Scooter</td>
<td>17655</td>
<td>$2,461.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S 331 Scooter</td>
<td>17656</td>
<td>$2,488.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S 245 Scooter</td>
<td>17657</td>
<td>$1,218.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S 235 Scooter</td>
<td>17658</td>
<td>$1,077.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S 149 Pioneer Scooter</td>
<td>17659</td>
<td>$2,288.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S 141 Pioneer Scooter</td>
<td>17660</td>
<td>$1,573.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S139 Pioneer Scooter</td>
<td>17661</td>
<td>$1,984.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merits S131 Pioneer Scooter</td>
<td>17662</td>
<td>$1,437.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Luggie Elite Scooter
Luggie Elite 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Light Weight Foldable Scooter That Folds. The Folding Luggie Elite Portable Travel Scooter.

Merits S 341 10 DLX Mobility Scooter High Seat Captains Chair Large Tires. Merits S341 Scooter.

Merits S 331 Mobility 3 Wheeled Mobility Scooter Captains Chair Durable Safe One Piece Frame Scooter. Merits S331 Scooter.

Merits S 245 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter Indoor and Outdoor Easy Disassembly for Transport Portable Scooter. Merits S245 Scooter. Merits S 245 Scooter

Merits S 235 3 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter Adjustable Seat and Tiller Indoor and Outdoor Scooter. Merits S235, Merits S-235


Merits S 141 Pioneer Mobility 4 Wheel Scooter Front Bumper Anti Tip Wheels Deluxe Captains Seat Adjustable Seat and Tiller. Merits S141 Scooter.


Merits S139 Pioneer Scooter Adjustable Captains Seat Headlight Solid One Piece Frame Scooter. Merits S131 Pioneer Scooter
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### Scooters

**Merits 5549 Mini Coup Scooter**
- Merits 5549 Mini Coup 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter Easily One Handed Disassembly for Transport.
- The Merits 5549 Mini Coup Scooter, Handicap Cart.
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17663 ........................ $878.00

**Merits 5539 Mini Coup Scooter**
- Merits 5539 Mini Coup 3 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter, Merits 5539 Mini Coup Handicap Scooter. Handicap Cart.
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17664 ........................ $878.00

**Zip’r 4 Hybrid Scooter**
- Zip’r 4 4 Wheel Portable Mobility Scooter Adjustable with Headlight Senior Scooter. Zip’r 4 Hybrid Scooter. 4 wheel cart.
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17666 ........................ $889.00

**EW-18 Mobility Scooter**
- EW-18 Stand & Ride Scooter. Ewheels EW18 Standing Scooter With Seat
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17769 ........................ $899.00

**All Weather Mobility Scooter**
- Weather Fully Enclosed All Weather Scooter has a full light kit Windshield with wiper, headlights & rear view mirrors. Shop Rider Flagship
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17816 ........................ $5,777.00

**EV 3 Mobility Scooter**
- Greentransport EV 3 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter Key Start Speed Up To 15MPH. EW36 Mobility Scooter
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17817 ........................ $1,477.00

**Off Road Segway Scooter**
- Green Transporter Off Road Segway 2 Wheel Scooter
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17820 ........................ $2,387.00

**Q5 4 Wheel Scooter**
- Green Transporter Q5 4 Wheel Stand and Ride Mobility Scooter With Two Storage Compartments
- **Web- > **
- Product: 17823 ........................ $1,487.00

---
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Q33 Chariot Scooter
Green Transport Q33 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter Key
Start and Hand Brakes
Web->
Product: 17824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $787.00

QBot Segway Scooter
Green Transporter Q Bot 2 Wheel Light Weight
and Portable Mobility Scooter
Web->
Product: 17825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,177.00

Security Segway 2 Wheel Mobility Scooter
Segway used for Security Personel. 2 Wheel Mobility Scooter with Storage Compartments
Web->
Product: 17827 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,457.00

Tour Segway 2 Wheel Self Balance Scooter
The Segway is used for tourest and touring. It is easy to take with you even when traveling by commercial plane.
Web->
Product: 17828 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,987.00

Prowler 3410 Scooter Open Box
Drive Prowler 3410 Mobility Scooter Open Box
Web->
Product: 17830 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,350.00

Easy Travel Classic Scooter
Tzora Easy Travel Classic Folding Mobility Scooter. 4 Wheel foldable mobility scooter.
Web->
Product: 17831 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,513.00

AFI Scooter C4 W Mobility Scooter Open
Affkim Breeze C 4W Mobility Scooter 4 Wheel
Scooter Open Box
Web->
Product: 17832 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,340.00

Ventura 3 Wheel Scooter Open Box
Drive Medical Ventura 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter.
Open Box Special
Web->
Product: 17833 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,377.00

Drive Medical Cobra GT Scooter
Drive Medical Cobra GT 4Wheal Mobility Scooter. A bariatric heavy duty 450 ponds capacity scooter.
cobragt420cs & cobragt422cs
Web->
Product: 17835 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,949.00
AFI Scooter C4 Scooter Open Box
Afikim Breeze C4 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter
Web->
Product: 17890 . . . . . . . . . .  $2,340.00

Royale 3 Scooter New Never Used Open
Royale 3 3 Wheel Scooter By EV Rider
Web->
Product: 17891 . . . . . . . . . .  $3,797.00

CTM HS-320 Scooter With Locking Case
HS320 Scooter has a locking enclosed front compartment.
Web->
Product: 17893 . . . . . . . . . .  $1,547.00

CTM HS-360 Scooter With Locking
The HS-360 Scooter Has A Locking Enclosed Case. HS360 Mobility Scooter With Hard Shell Case
Web->
Product: 17894 . . . . . . . . . .  $1,187.00

CTM HS-570 Scooter With Hard Shell Case
The HS-570 Scooter With Hard Shell Locking Case
Web->
Product: 17895 . . . . . . . . . .  $1,225.00

CTM HS-580 Scooter With Locking Case
The HS580 Scooter With Locking Hard Shell Cargo Case Or Locking Front Basket
Web->
Product: 17896 . . . . . . . . . .  $1,327.00

Luggie Scooter
The Luggie Foldable Mobility Scooter By FreeRider. If Your Looking For A Lightweight Portable Mobility Scooter For Traveling Or Easy Every Day Use.
Web->
Product: 17929 . . . . . . . . . .  $2,099.00

Bobcat X3 Scooter
Drive Bobcat X3 Mobility Scooter
Web->
Product: 18096 . . . . . . . . . .  $617.00

Bobcat X4 Scooter
Drive Bobcat X4 Mobility Scooter
Web->
Product: 18097 . . . . . . . . . .  $572.00
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Zip Breeze 3 Wheel Scooter
Armed with a powerful 24-volt DC motor, the Breeze 3-Wheel Scooter from Zip’r Mobility can travel as far as 20 miles on just a single charge and has a weight capacity of 325 lbs.
Web> Product: 18135 ................................ $1,499.00

Zipr Breeze 4 Wheel Scooter
Armed with a powerful 24-volt DC motor, the Breeze 4 Wheel Scooter from Zip’r Mobility can travel as far as 20 miles on just a single charge and has a weight capacity of 325 lbs.
Web> Product: 18136 ................................ $1,599.00

ShopRider Cooper Scooter
Exceptionally simple to transport, the Cooper scooter disassembles into five lightweight components and its compact components will fit in even the smallest automobiles.
Web> Product: 18137 ................................ $849.00

Shop Rider Dasher 9 Scooter
The Shoprider Dasher 9 is a three wheel mobility scooter that is very portable and easy to move around. In fact, this scooter is so portable that it has a connectorless battery technology.
Web> Product: 18138 ................................ $1,271.00

The Sunrunner 4 Scooter
The Sunrunner 4 (4-Wheel Scooter) comes equipped with many standard features making it an ideal choice for indoor and outdoor mobility. It features a deluxe captain seat.
Web> Product: 18139 ................................ $1,284.00

ShopRider Sprinter XL4 Deluxe Scooter
The Shoprider Sprinter XL4 Deluxe, a 500 pound weight capacity scooter, that disassembles into three pieces so you can still put it in the trunk of your car. Enjoy the terrain capability.
Web> Product: 18140 ................................ $3,984.00

Shop Rider Flagship Scooter
This European style scooter with canopy/enclosure gives you comfortable transport in all seasons. Sturdy, key locking and removable doors provide security as well as convertibility.
Web> Product: 18141 ................................ $6,395.00

LoveBird Two Seat Mobility Scooter
The LoveBird is the only few two seat mobility scooter that allows the driver and passenger to set side by side. Built with high quality the LoveBird has lots of power.
Web> Product: 18142 ................................ $4,687.00

Mobility Scooter Light & Horn
LED Light & Horn For A Mobility Scooter
Web> Product: 18152 ................................ $23.31
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Model T Golf Cart  
4 Passenger & 6 Passenger Model T Golf Carts

Web-->  
Product: 18183  .................. $8,797.00

Ev Rider Transport Scooter Open Box  
Ev Rider Transport Scooter Open Box Special

Web-->  
Product: 18184  .................. $1,197.00

EW-66 2 Seat Scooter  
Two Seat Mobility Scooter EW-66 Scooter Open Box. EW-66 Mobility Scooter Is A Two Passenger Mobility Scooter By Ewheels.

Web-->  
Product: 18191  .................. $2,499.00

Ranger Segway Self Balance Scooter  
The Ranger Segway Self Balance Scooter

Web-->  
Product: 18197  .................. $2,387.00

Automotive Pedal Extenders  
Pedal Pal Automotive Pedal Extenders

Web-->  
Product: 18202  .................. $128.00

Maverick Mobility Scooter  
The Drive Medical Maverick mobility scooter looks like a motorcycle and is very stylish

Web-->  
Product: 18203  .................. $4,699.00

Tzora Titan Mobility Scooter  
The 4 Wheel Titan Mobility Scooter

Web-->  
Product: 18205  .................. $2,317.00

Elite Small Mobility Scooter  
Worlds Smallest Mobility Scooter By Tzora. The Elite Small Mobility Scooter With Fast Free Shipping.

Web-->  
Product: 18206  .................. $1,578.00

AA15 Mobility Scooter  
The Fast 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter AA15 Mobility Scooter & Electric Trike

Web-->  
Product: 18270  .................. $1,737.00
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BB15 Bariatric Trike Scooter
500 Pound Capacity Electric Trike. The BB15 Bariatric Trike Scooter is a bariatric 3 wheel outdoor fast mobility scooter.
Product: 18271 Price: $1,897.00

C15 Mobility Scooter
E-Trikers C15 Mobility Scooter. 3 Whel Chariot By Omega Stores
Product: 18272 Price: $999.00

High Performance Electric Bike
E-Trikers High Performance Electric Bike
Product: 18273 Price: $1,257.00

Electric 3 Wheel Bike
E-Wheels Electric 3 Wheel Bike Trike. A popular 3 wheel electric trike, 3 wheel electric bike.
Product: 18274 Price: $1,379.00

Folding Electric Scooter
The Worlds Most Popular Folding Electric Scooter. Fold in Seconds and is lightweight Portable and easy to travel Airline Approved Mobility Scooter.
Product: 18289 Price: $1,513.00

EW-54 Scooter
The All New EW54 Scooter or Buggy The Ewheels EW-54 has it all Speed, Range, Stability, Protection, Storage, Deluxe Features and more. EW543 Golf Scooter
Product: 18290 Price: $2,999.00

Transformer Scooter
The Transformer Automatic Folding Mobility Scooter is the worlds nly fully automatic folding scooter. Highly portable and folds with a wireless remote.
Product: 18291 Price: $2,195.00

EW-38 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter
500 lb capacity 3 wheel mobility scooter, armrest and large storage basket. EW-38 comes equipped with a digital anti-theft system.
Product: 18296 Price: $2,395.00

HS-295 Portable Mobility Scooter
The C.T.M HS-295-E Portable Mobility Scooter
Product: 18297 Price: $987.00
Scooters

Titan Mobility Scooter
Tzora Titan 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter. High Performance & Portable
Product: 18308 $2,129.00

Drive Prowler 3310 Scooter Open Box
The Drive Prowler 3310 Heavy Duty Bariatric Mobility Scooter
Product: 18311 $2,149.00

Avenger Scooter By Golden Technologies
The Avenger 4 Wheel Scooter By Golden Technologies. A 500 Pound Capacity Bariatric Scooter
Product: 18317 $2,999.00

Buzzaround Lite 3 Wheel Scooter
Golden Technologies Buzzaround Lite 3 Wheel Portable Travel Scooter
Product: 18318 $849.00

Buzzaround XL 3 Scooter
The Buzzaround XL offers more standard features to make your riding experience better than ever. Featuring a wraparound Delta Tiller, a new LED battery gauge, and a new angle-adjustable tiller.
Product: 18319 $1,099.00

Buzzaround XL 4 Scooter
The Buzzaround XL 4-Wheel Travel Scooter from Golden Technologies features a comfortable seat and more legroom than the Buzzaround Lite. It has a standard Delta tiller.
Product: 18320 $1,044.00

Companion III 3 Wheel Scooter Full
Golden Technologies Companion III Wheel Scooter. 3 Wheel scooter.
Product: 18322 $1,889.00

Companion 3 Wheel Medium Scooter
Product: 18323 $1,539.00

Companion GC-440 Mobility Scooter
Golden Technologies Companion GC-440 Mobility Scooter. Portable Scooter 4 wheel scooter.
Product: 18324 $1,989.00
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### Discover Your Mobility

**Contact:** (866) 868 9694

**Product: Web > LiteRider 3 Wheel Scooter**
- Price: $1,295.00
- Web: [Web URL](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/scooters/golden-tech-scooters/literider-3-n-done/index.html)

**Product: Web > LiteRider 4 Wheel Scooter**
- Price: $1,395.00
- Web: [Web URL](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/scooters/golden-tech-scooters/literider-4-n-done/index.html)

**Product: Web > Patroit 4 Wheel Scooter**
- Overview: Golden Technologies Patroit 4 Wheel Scooter. Heavy duty all terrain scooter.
- Price: $3,499.00

**Product: Web > Companion Medsize 3 Wheel Scooter**
- Overview: Companion Midsize 3-Wheelby Golden Technologies Model No. GC-240 Unique LiquiCell comfort seat makes this one of the most comfortable models available.
- Price: $1,539.00
- Web: [Web URL](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/scooters/golden-tech-scooters/companion-3-med-n-done/index.html)

**Product: Web > Ewheels EW-27 Crossover Pre-Mobility**
- Overview: The two seat or 2 seater Ewheels EW-27 Crossover Pre-Mobility Scooter
- Price: $1,599.00

**Product: Web > The Scooter Coach**
- Overview: The Scooter Coach is the perfect solution for Wheelchair & Scooter users to transport. The Scooter Coach has a 500 Pound capacity with a cargo space of 25" X 18" X18"
- Price: $287.00

**Product: Web > Luggie Classic Scooter**
- Overview: If Your Looking For A Lightweight Portable Mobility Scooter For Traveling Or Easy Every Day Use. The Award Wining Foldable Lightweight Luggie Classic is one of the Worlds Most Popular Mobility Scooter
- Price: $1,599.00

**Product: Web > Drive Odyssey GT Mobility Scooter**
- Overview: This new Odyssey GT 4 Wheel Scooter can handle up to 325 lbs for long distance trips of up to 22 miles. The New generation ergonomic handle and digital, waterproof control panel greatly improves outdoor mobility.
- Price: $3,929.00

**Product: Web > Scooter Coach Open Box**
- Overview: The Scooter Coach is the perfect solution for Wheelchair & Scooter users to transport most any items they should ever need. The Scooter Coach has a 500 Pound capacity with a cargo space of 25” X 18”
- Price: $251.00
- Web: [Web URL](http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/scooter-accessories/scootercoach/ob.html)

---
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Mobie Plus Scooter
The Mobie Plus By Solax is highly portable and foldable. Enhance Mobility also has the MobiePlus Folding Scooter.

Web-
Product: 18346 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,874.00

Ewheels EW-18 Stand & Ride Scooter
Ewheels EW-18 Scooter is a stand & ride style scooter that is now portable.

Web-
Product: 18348 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $752.00

Merits Silverado Extreme S941L 4 Wheel
Merits Silverado Extreme S941L 4 Wheel Scooter. Full suspension system with stock absorbers offers delivers a smooth and comfortable ride. Modern LED lighting system delivers a brilliant light.

Web-
Product: 18349 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,481.00

Merits Silverado S941A 4 Wheel Scooter
Merits Silverado S941A is a brand new sporty streamline scooter design. It comes with a full suspension system with shock absorbers that delivers a smooth and comfortable ride. LED lighting

Web-
Product: 18350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,581.00

Merits Yoga S542 Folding Mobility Scooter
Merits Yoga S542 Folding Mobility Scooter. The Yoga is great for use on cruise ships! Folds to a compact size that is easy to take where ever you need it. Put it in your car trunk.

Web-
Product: 18351 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,851.00

3 Wheeled Electric Covered Wagon
The Green Transporter Covered Wagon 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter is the newest of the Green Transporter family. Featuring full suspension and a 30 mile range the Covered Wagon has proven to be a

Web-
Product: 18352 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,389.00

4 Wheeled Electric Covered Wagon
The Green Transporter Covered Wagon 4 Wheel Mobility Scooter is the newest of the Green Transporter family. Featuring full suspension and a 30 mile range the Covered Wagon has proven to be a

Web-
Product: 18353 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,589.00

Mobility Scooter With Large Cargo
Looking for a electric mobility scooter with a large locking cargo for shopping, going to museums, car shows, amusement parks. Mobility Scooter With Large Cargo Delivery Vehicle

Web-
Product: 18354 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,489.00

NineBot Self Balance Segway
Ninebot is an amazing transportation tool. You drive and control it with your body’s balance, just lean forward and backward. The Ninebot senses the rider’s posture. NineBot Self Balance Segway.

Web-
Product: 18355 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,553.00
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NineBot Mini Segway
The NineBot Mini Segway self balance portable scooter.

Web->  Product: 18356  $553.00

EV Q2 Enclosed Electric Transporter
EV Q2 Enclosed Electric Transporter is a 4 wheel scooter.

Web->  Product: 18357  $8,744.00

Q-Bike Electric Folding Bike
The Q-Bike Electric Folding Bike by Green Transporter

Web->  Product: 18358  $1,873.00

Q-Lite Electrick Kick Style Scooter
Q-Lite stand on in line 2 wheel electrick kick style scooter

Web->  Product: 18359  $984.00

Q-Pod Fully Enclosed 3 Wheel Scooter
Q-Pod Fully Enclosed 3 Wheel Scooter

Web->  Product: 18360  $3,777.00

Tri Runner 3 Wheel Mobility Scooter
The Tri-Runner is one of the newest style long distance outdoor three wheel scooters available with a top speed of 20 mph a range of 30 miles it is quickly becoming one of Americas favorite scooters

Web->  Product: 18361  $1,541.00

Ez Quick Fit Padded U Sling
The EZ Quick Fit Patient U Sling is very durable and strong, and with a weight capacity of 600 pounds this may be used with any patient lift with a 2 point, 4 point or 6 point carry bar.

Web->  Product: 17848  $177.00

PI-3 Universal Hammock Sling
It features a built-in head support and padded legs that eliminate the pinching the accurate with most all non padded slings. The 12 different settings allow for easy application and easy removal.

Web->  Product: 17849  $277.00

APP-2 Hygienic Toileting Sling
The APP-2 Hygienic Toileting Sling is specifically designed for toileting and peri-care, the APP-2 Hygienic Toileting Sling allows for un-obstructed access to the perineal area.

Web->  Product: 17850  $247.00
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Polairis Plus Like The Sure Hands Sling
The Polairis Plus gently hugs the person under there arms around the rib cage. Just Like The Sure Hands Sling.

Web->  Product: 17851  ................. $977.00

Commode Seat and Back Sling
Drive Commode Seat and Back Floor Lift Sling is a comfy and effective transfer aid sling that's intended for patients with mobility problems.

Web->  Product: 17852  ................. $103.00

One Piece Patient Sling
Drive One-Piece Sling with Positioning Strap is made from high-quality polyester fabric that's not only comfortable but also durable and strong.

Web->  Product: 17853  ................. $99.00

Commode Sling With Head Support
Lift Sling with Head Support & Inside Pocket is made from premium and hard-wearing solid polyester or mesh dacron fabric. The patient lift sling is able to hold a person weighing up to 400 pounds.

Web->  Product: 17854  ................. $74.99

2-point Sling
One piece sling for use with 2-point spreader,Provides support from shoulders to knees,Used for transferring, weighing or toileting

Web->  Product: 17855  ................. $129.00

FULL BODY MESH COMMODE SLING
Quick draining/drying mesh fabric offers full head and neck support

Web->  Product: 17856  ................. $96.00

Lumex Padded Toileting Sling
Provides an open area from the middle of the back to the middle of the thigh. Polyester with nylon stitching and webbing. Ideal for changing incontinence pads or toileting.

Web->  Product: 17857  ................. $360.00

Mesh Full Body Commode Sling
Quick draining/drying mesh fabric offers full head and neck support. For use with 4-point spreader option. Designed to meet the requirements of HCPCS code: E0621

Web->  Product: 17858  ................. $201.00

Hoyer 6-point Toileting Sling
Access Toileting Lift Sling is designed specifically to facilitate the toileting procedure by allowing the removal of clothing. It is NOT a general-purpose sling and will suit only 25% of residents.

Web->  Product: 17859  ................. $359.00
Hoyer Commode Sling with Head Support
Commode Sling with Head Support With or Without Straps in Dacron Mesh or Polydura Fabric.

Web->
Product: 17860 $105.00

Hoyer One Piece Commode Sling
The Hoyer One Piece Commode Lift Sling with Positioning Strap offers easy adjustments, and is available in three different sizes. Compatible with 2, 4 or 6 point cradles, the Hoyer One Piece Commode.

Web->
Product: 17861 $139.00

Hoyer Commode Sling With Head Support
This is a comfort commode seat with back and modified head support (fabric only) for extra patient comfort. This Hoyer® sling is for use with a manual lift or 2 point cradle.

Web->
Product: 17862 $120.00

Hoyer 4 Point Commode Sling
Classic Hoyer commode opening sling one piece and 4 loops. Easy to apply and made from soft durable polyester. Three sizes available with up to 500lb load limits.

Web->
Product: 17863 $136.00

Split Leg Sling Sling With Head Support
Split-Leg Floor Lift Sling is durable and made from high-quality solid polyester fabric.

Web->
Product: 17864 $138.00

Divided Leg Sling
Drive Divided Leg Floor Lift Sling is efficient in assisting healthcare workers when transferring immobile or motion-challenged individuals from one place to another.

Web->
Product: 17865 $114.00

Divided Leg Toileting Sling
Drive Floor Lift Toileting Sling is made from solid nylon fabric that's not only high-quality but is also durable and strong. The patient lift sling has a weight capacity of 450 pounds.

Web->
Product: 17866 $114.00

Sit-to-Stand Padded Sling
Sit-to-Stand Padded Sling is specifically made for stand-assist lifts. The patient lift sling features 2 sling points and comes with 2 cradle points.

Web->
Product: 17867 $115.00

Split Leg Sling Without Head Support
Split-Leg Floor Lift Sling is durable and made from high-quality solid polyester fabric. It is used with floor-type lifts when transferring immobile or motion-restricted patients.

Web->
Product: 17868 $138.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Web Link</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17869</td>
<td>Stand-Up Sling</td>
<td>$104.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/drivemedical/standupsling/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>Stand-Up Lift Sling is specially made for stand assist patient lifts. It’s an efficient and valuable accessory used in the transfer of motion-restricted patients from one place to another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17870</td>
<td>Transport Sling for Stand-Up Lift</td>
<td>$132.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/drivemedical/transfersling/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>Transfer Sling for Stand Assist Lifts features 2 sling points and comes with 2 cradle points. The patient lift sling is specially made for stand-assist lifts to help in transferring motion-restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17871</td>
<td>U-Sling with Head Support</td>
<td>$117.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/drivemedical/uslingwheadsupport/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>U-Slings for Floor Lifts is made from solid polyester fabric that’s not only hard-wearing but also comfortable. The floor lift sling is used with patient lifts to help transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17872</td>
<td>Deluxe Sit-To-Stand Padded Slings</td>
<td>$167.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/grahamfield/deluxesittostandpaddedslings/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>Cushioned support panels under the arm and lumbar areas enhance patient comfort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17873</td>
<td>Full-Body Fabric Sling</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/grahamfield/fullbodyfabricsling/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>Fully padded fabric that offers a soft yet supportive surface. Offers full head and neck support. For use with 4-point spreader option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17874</td>
<td>Heavy Duty 2 Point Slings</td>
<td>$159.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/grahamfield/heavyduty2pointslings/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>One piece sling for use with 2-point spreader. Used for transferring, weighing or toileting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17876</td>
<td>Hoyer Compatible Padded Slings w/o Head</td>
<td>$249.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/grahamfield/hoyercompatiblepaddedslingswithoutheadsupport/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>Deluxe closed cell padding with four point loops for comfort and safety. Available with or without head support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17877</td>
<td>Sit-To-Stand Buttock Strap</td>
<td>$123.00</td>
<td><a href="http://www.discovermymobility.com/store/slings/grahamfield/sittostandbuttockstrap/index.html">Link</a></td>
<td>Polyester with nylon stitching and webbing. 400 lb maximum weight capacity. 6-month limited warranty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Surelift Universal Slings
Provides excellent patient comfort and security.
Reinforced back for support.
Polyester with nylon stitching and webbing.

Hoyer 4-point Poly Comfort Sling
Hoyer 4-point Poly Comfort Sling, allows correct positioning to be made via the 4-point cradle and uses sling connection system ensuring no inadvertent detachment of the sling from the cradle.

Passport Wheelchair Lift
Passport™ Vertical Platform Lift, known on the market as the lightest wheelchair platform lift available, weighs in at less than 400 pounds and features an individually prewired wheelchair.

Vertical Wheelchair Lift Passport
The Vertical Wheelchair Lift By Passport

Surelift Universal Slings with Full Head
Provides excellent patient comfort and security.
Polyester with nylon stitching and webbing.
Reinforced back for support.

Harmar Residential Wheelchair Lift & Porch Lift
Harmar Residential Wheelchair Lift

Mac PL-50 Wheelchair Lift
The Mac Lifts Mac PL-50 Wheelchair Lift

Large Scooter Cover
Waterproof Fabric Provides Ultimate Protection From rain sun snow dust and nicks etc.
Nylon Cover Heavy Duty Vinyl Scooter Cover Mildew Resistant Double Stitched

Cup Holder
Mobility Scooter Cup Holder. Foldable Handicap Scooter Cup Holder
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Small Tzora Easy Travel Cover
The Tzora Easy Travel Nylon Cover for Folding Scooters with Carry Handle and a Zipper

Easy Travel Lithium Battery Pack
Tzora Easy Travel Lithium Battery Pack for Easy Travel Elite Scooter, Easy Travel Classic Lexis Light Scooter, Easy Travel Lite Easy Light Deluxe Battery Pack

Easy Travel Under Seat Basket
The Easy Travel Under Seat Basket. Holds your personal items and groceries and your extra battery pack. Easy Travel Under Seat Basket
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If you are unhappy with a returnable item for any reason, please return it within thirty days from the DATE RECEIVED for an exchange or credit of the purchase price less shipping, tax, and restocking fee.